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FOREWORD
"Travel makes one modest; you see what a tiny place
you occupy in the world.”
-Gustave Flaubert.
Fathoming the perennial sea of quest I started drifting
from coast to coast, land to land and experience to experience
on the waves of intuition and inquisitiveness. As a traveling poet
I began painting the raw experiences into impromptu images of
vivid colored letters on the metaphor boards.
Coining the portmanteau term POETRAVELOGUE for this
venture my journeys into the four corners of the world are
recorded on the spot and on the day to give the Odyssey the
ever freshness of life and vitality. A few more poems are added
to enhance the aesthetics and cheer the after-effects.
Many adventures and romances of momentary flirts and
turbulences did rock the surrealistic boat but the mind blocking
encounters with many braves and maidens taught me the skills
of survival and revival. Those tumultuous upheavals teach one
the new dexterities in no man’s lands.
In a two year period -from November 2017 to December
2019 these poetravelogues were composed with pen and
camera, both collaborating in defining the perspectives of a poet’s
life movements of that defined period.
The poems speak themselves in the native fragrance and
guide the reader into the magic realms of unseen scenes through
the poet’s imagination windows.
“It is better to travel well than to arrive.” - Lord Buddha

- Dr. Lanka Siva Rama Prasad
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1. POETRAVELOGUE - MOROCCO
After the roaring success of PENTASI-B INDIA WORLD
POETREE FESTIVAL- 2017 , (October 12-16) at RAMOJI FILM CITY,
Hyderabad- Telangana, INDIA the bench mark in the annals of poetry
get-togethers we moved on to the next venues. Dr. Epitacio
Tongohan- (Dr. Penpen) the founder of PENTASI- B, a high ranking
Facebook group, of Philippines is a tireless man in pursuit of love
and happiness who believes that poetry and poets can bring world
peace is also with us in Morocco. Rassemblement Marocain pour la
poesie ( RMP) in partnership with the Ministry of culture and
communication of Morocco invited me as a poet guest from India.
The Festival was held from November28 to30 in Rabat city.
There I met many poets who became my lifelong friends
and thereafter together we worked on many poetry projects. Dr. Maria
Miraglia and Saverio Sinopoli (Italy), Sawsan Dahneem (Bahrain),
Alicja Kubreska, Rafal Jarnicki, Izabela (Poland), Sosonjan A. Khan
(Brunei), Sidi Adda Abedkar (Algeria) , Oulaya Drissi el Bouzaidi
(Morocco) , Roberta Di Laura ( Italy) and a few more made their
marks in this journey.
Dr. Ahmed Taghi with the help of Monsif Beroual and a few
dedicated volunteers like Houda and Fida conducted the festival in
a grand manner. POETRAVELOGUE- MOROCCO captures the festival
moods in a semi mystic perspective like the coveted Couscous
cooked in a traditional tajine pottery supplemented by hot steaming
Moroccan mint tea..
As they say in Morocco- The heart of a fool is in his mouth,
the mouth of a wise man is in his heart.’Morocco-: al-ma!rib,- ’place the sun sets; the west’; - is a
country located in the Maghreb region of North Africa. It overlooks
the Mediterranean Sea to the north and the Atlantic Ocean to the
west, with land borders with Algeria to the east and Western
Sahara to the south. Morocco - The capital is Rabat and the largest
city is Casablanca. Morocco spans an area of 710,850 km 2
(274,460 sq mi) and has a population of over 36 million. Morocco’s
predominant religion is Islam, and its official languages
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are Arabic and Berber. The Moroccan dialect of Arabic, referred to
as Darija, and French are also widely spoken. Moroccan culture is a
blend of Berber, Arab, Sephardi Jews, West African and European
influences.
Casablanca (anfa) is the largest city of Morocco. Located
in the central-western part of Morocco bordering the Atlantic Ocean,
it is the largest city in the Maghreb region and the eighth-largest in
the Arab world. Casablanca is Morocco’s chief port and one of the
largest financial centers in Africa. According to the 2019 population
estimate, the city has a population of about 3.71 million in the urban
area and over 4.27 million in the Greater Casablanca. Casablanca is
considered the economic and business center of Morocco, although
the national political capital is Rabat.
Rabat, Temara, and Salé form a conurbation of over 1.8
million people. Silt-related problems have diminished Rabat’s role
as a port; however, Rabat, and Salé still maintain important textile,
food processing and construction industries. In addition, tourism and
the presence of all foreign embassies in Morocco serve to make
Rabat one of the most important cities in the country. The Moroccan
capital was ranked at second place by CNN in its “Top Travel
Destinations of 2013”. It is one of four Imperial cities of Morocco,
and the medina of Rabat is listed as a World Heritage Site. Rabat is
accessible by train through the ONCF system and by plane through
the nearby Rabat–Salé Airport.
Casablanca is a 1942 American wartime romantic drama
film directed by Michael Curtiz, and starring Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid
Bergman, and Paul Henreid. Exceeding expectations, Casablanca
went on to win the Academy Award for Best Picture, while Curtiz
was selected as Best Director and the Epsteins and Koch were
honored for writing the Best Adapted Screenplay. Its reputation
gradually improved, to the point that its lead characters, memorable
lines, and pervasive theme song have all become iconic and it
consistently ranks near the top of lists of the greatest films in history.
✲✲✲✲✲
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The Mausoleum of Mohammed V-Rabat

Prasad with Ahmed Taghi and Dr. Penpen
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POETRAVELOGUE - MOROCCO
1. On the magic carpet in the
souks of Morocco
In search of the elusive cup of Jamshed I took a ride on
a mysterious Moroccan magic carpet,
Landed in the white city and rushed towards the alleys
of Marrakesh Jema el- Fanaa market,
In the intricate mazes and honeycomb alleys, amidst of
psychedelic display of produce art,
Laced and braced with hidden Aladdin caves open to
the shopaholic visitor’s smart cart!
Who can find that seven ringed cup, where? In which
blessed land, it is now, lies hidden?
What is the eligibility test? What makes one al-insaan
al-kamil to reach that holy mansion?
Can any materialistic veil confine the radiance of the
holy cup from the blessed vision?
Will the seeker of God be content with its mere
possession or he goes beyond any burden?
Then I saw a philosophical vendor pouring hot bubbly
mint tea from his fountain of truth,
I enquired him about the truth paste prepared from
twenty seven spices and some broth,
He whispered about something cooked in a tagine from
ages of seven vegetables and meat,
I savored the hot tea that cooled my anger and gave me
strength to fight the pain I may meet!
The snake charmer looked at me and hissed about
some scorching fire demons, devils and Iblis!
Do I know about ‘Aisha Qandisha’ and he looked
thoroughly into my half- squinting eyes of bliss!
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Then it must be mluk, he said, -the way you are dancing
in trance or jedba, you need magic music,
Definitely, he continued,- seven mluks, seven patterns
of music, melodies and rhythms basic!
I do your bidding’- I said,- if you know reveal me the
secret code to reach the cup of Jamshed!
He said in a reluctant tone,-‘first understand the effects
of Aisha Qandish on your body and head!
These djinn do not leave your body or head, you
volunteered them to enter your body shed,
Seven sages, seven colors, seven incenses, seven suites,
seven dancers can only placate them ahead!
In the cup of Jamshed I wish to look at the one, who
shines out in all seven heavens of the universe,
Who is this radiant sun mentioned in Avesta, Vedas, and
Persian folklore as the glorious gem?
Was he the fourth king of the world, this Jamshed,
commanded the angels and demons at his whim?
Was he the one who divided people into priests, warriors,
farmers and artisans with common sense!
From his cup I wish to drink the holy waters of eternal truth,
Looking into its seven rings I would like to cleanse my
mundane breath,
Searching for the remedies that have infested the
humanity of present zone
I seek mercy from the God, the most merciful and
the compassionate one!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. And a Fragrant Flower from
Two Seas......
You visit the gate of West and suddenly you see a
familiar face out of blue,
In the airport of Casablanca she feeds her lunch to a
few hungry cats that say miao!
And she struck the strings of the lyre of my heart that
was silent without clue!
I asked a silly question- ‘why do you write poetry?Are we not weirdoes , ciao!
Then she did blossom like a red rose in prophet’s
garden and sang,
The song of eternal love in a world without borders
and a divine bell rang!
Then we wandered in the streets of Rabat searching
for nobody as a gang,
The president of the west gate heard our uttering in
different tongues and slang!
Now the signals are clear but she brought rain from
Bahrain and sunshine,
In the medina of Rabat we shopped for nothing
searching for the love fine!
Then I lost her in a maze of books and spoke to me in
silence of golden!
I observed her from a corner of affection and looked
at her with admiration!
In a world of impermanence we looked for some
frozen moments that sang tunes of eraser!
And when we said goodbye to each other we were
drifting away but coming closer and closer!
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. A Cup of Jamshed with full of
Smiles.....
And she looked at the large porcelain model cups
of coffee,
She wished to lift them with her strength of wit
and crazy trophy,
Her smiles filled the cup in espresso style and
there everywhere blossomed warmth,
The moonlight of her smiles made airport
Casablanca more lovable and charmth!
A girl who doesn’t care about the blindness of the
world is a divine fragrant rose,
The seven heavens appear in the seven ringed cup
of Jamshed to her close,
Why do you come back and break my heart in to
smithereens of solitude in pose?
Does the last shake hand lost its touch in breaking
the memories that failed to close?
Memories run on a timeline expressway like a
pendulum in the clock cage,
The materialistic letters stop at the point of time of
non return and in a lost page,
I search for words of no meaning in the dictionary
of life like an amateur sage,
A sensitive touch on cheeks permanently haunts
you to the last permanent stage!
Then she comes back again and touches you
gently and says ‘see you’!
Where words fail the unexpected tears tells you an
unforgettable story, false or true?
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. On the Magic Carpet!
So on the road to Casablanca nobody
thundered about a lapse,
Rest of the clouds picked up the charge and
there was a silence collapse,
Her justifiable anger brought back the dignity
on a rainbow relapse,
Flying on the magic carpet, smiles rained again
with applause and claps!
From the memory caves of the past we heard
a song of sublime,
Picking up the thread we unraveled a few secrets of
unknown flame in time!
Then we saw countless dew drops of joy
covering the frozen moments,
And we heard our heart beats clearly drumming
similar rhythm and torments!
On the road to Casablanca I dreamth about
an angelic djinn of benevolence,
The light blue sky over my shoulders is warmth
with romantic vigilance,
It whispered in low tones about the clouds, stars,
moon and sun in silence,
The secret codes of suspense opened up
in the flying cubicle of secret lens!
The lightning touch of the warm fingers weaved
a Moroccan magic carpet,
On it good old Aladdin and princess had a
fantabulous journey in Medina market.
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. Made for each other
In Casablanca it is said- you wait, wait and wait,
paired with uncertainty!
It is really crazy when you see bards come
from distant places of humanity,
Armed with a fistful of words, sentences and a
few phrases about sanity,
They greet one another with familiar tones of
festivity and hug till eternity!
Then I saw a life size figure of dignity gliding
past the exit channels,
Accompanied by a gentleman with golden heart
and silver hair flannels,
We found them and in them I saw Pablo Neruda’s
love poems as sages,
Like the hidden fire brought to humanity by
Prometheus in bygone ages!
Kindness and love, knowledge and wisdom
when they walk hand in hand,
Words flow in serene streams and the fields of poetry
become verdant grand!
They regaled everyone with their wit and talked
about the plans for a better world,
Their strength lies in the gift of forgiveness and
they can destroy the pain when hurled!
From Italy they followed the footsteps of the
savior of mankind in sin’s hold!
Viva Maria Miraglia! Viva Saverio Sinopoli!
May your tribe grew many many fold!
✲✲✲✲✲
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6. The world of extinct lamps!
What is stable? What is unstable? Why our
expectations go wrong?
When the polar wind whistles can the lamps in
Poland ignite strong?
Listen to the rustle of the words, whistles of the
phrase winds and clang,
The strings of names can they untangle the shades
in moon dust all along?
Yesterday the Spring fell asleep, you can sense the
smell of dew drops,
And see the ring of dawn on the edge of an
eyelash and a cheek that crops,
Words like dandelions whisper with cosmic dust
with falling fireflies as props,
The hand of wind swept half-words and the
frozen moments brought memory ropes!
Then I saw that silent but all smiles trio waving of
the inconveniences,
They came like the good fire that melts the
darkness in neglect conveyances,
I was looking at them with Macbeth’s phrase, and
struck friendship treaties,
When the world of extinct lamps prevails then we
need bird’s nest like carpet ties!
Alicje, izabela zubko and Rafal Jarnicki showed
the prowess and valor of Poland!
Only in extraordinary circumstances we see the
real strength of persons on any land!
✲✲✲✲✲
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7. A Ballerina dances on a
magic carpet!
And as if in a dream a ballerina appears on the
stage like a phoenix resurrected,
The magic floated like Northern lights of exquisite
Aurora Boleas corrected,
Ankh was in her sublime voice whispering
enchanted words laced with fusion music,
Dance Lara dance! Viva Roberta viva! The bards in
joy acknowledged her magic!
Prima ballerina assoluta Roberta Di Laura now in
her verdant green plumage,
A white swan in green danced on toes as though
Catherine de Medici is on stage,
Along with Enricho Cecchetti supervising the Swan
lake and nut cracker of that age!
Presenting variations in her style Roberta brought
Balanchine, Ashton on to the maze
Now the azure blue sky adorned her in fine silk
skirt of knee length tutus,
The embroidery of the skirt showed stars and
galaxies in constant impetus,
Like Anna Pavlova, our Roberta lead the spectators
into the land of dreams!
Ankha’s out of world voice and the lofty back
ground score flowed in vivid streams!
In between on the back stage I, Houda and Lara
had tons of fun and frolic!
The great ballerina held the audience captive and
spellbound with her dance magic!
✲✲✲✲✲
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8. The Rain Maker!
‘Write a poem on me’-a challenge is blowing on
my face like a wild flame!
‘-Amidst all that noise around me, I hang your
picture on my eyelids and close them.
Meet you above the clouds, where we did practice
our childhood now has riddles,
We go in together and wave with our dancing
hearts, and flowers without thistles!-’
I heard my heart in gallop rhythm, running like a
kite chasing clouds of spring!
To the four seasons you chased the clouds, now it
is the rainy season beginning!
When you left me in my solitude the autumn was
leaving with the leaves!
The memories made the clouds dark and misty;
they rained tears with snow sleeves!
Deeply hurt by my mistakes the clouds sharpened
their voice with your name,
The lightning scribbled your name on the cloudy
blue canvas with rainbow frame.
The falling raindrops filled the cups of lakes ponds
streams and rivers of fame.
The green magic carpet covered the whole earth
with your name in birds and game!
You threaten a poem of joy on me and that song
reverberated in the hills and dales!
Let this be an immortal duet permeating love and
affection of our journey tales!
✲✲✲✲✲
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9. Purple Tears
Those mirrors are in a hurry predicting the past, living
in the future giving life as a present,
We grew up in a hurry and look for the reflections
that fade away faster than our consent!
Those mirrors are in a hurry showing the faded child,
adult and wrinkled face to ever resent,
We grew up in a hurry and count the waves coming
one after another chasing our tears scent!
Those eyes are in a hurry looking at the speeding
vehicles on the unknown tracks of time,
We run in a hurry race ignoring the call of the wild
and cry for oasis amidst of desert slime!
Those eyes are in a hurry searching for the soul that
matches their ignorance in silent rhyme!
We run in a hurry and try to get out of the mundane
shackles crying hoarse in farcical mime!
Those tears are in a hurry to touch the trembling
cheeks and shivering lips like a waterfall,
We send in a hurry some of our pains packed in them
and try to say good bye to them all!
Those tears are in a hurry to tell the whole world that
our heart is in turmoil and it may fall,
We send in a hurry some comfort liners to anoint the
pain with some amnesia and to recall!
Those tears when in a hurry imbibe infinite pain they
turn purple and no more tell the truth,
We learn in a hurry the lessons of time and blame the
mirrors for not finding the trapped youth!
✲✲✲✲✲
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10. The Second Coming!
Hand in hand, turning and turning in the closing gyre,
The dove whispers to the dove about a beautiful lyre!
Things come together; the strings cannot hold;
The delicate fingers did dance with the music bold,
The black coffee fumed with its pleasant fragrance
Lips shivered as the hot-rimmed tide is loosed its incense,
And everywhere the ceremony of romance is crowned;
The best crack all convictions, while we both drowned,
In a playful cup of passionate intensity; Come on!
Lift the cup! Surely some dream hangs over the screen;
Surely the Second Coming is at hand, me and you!
We chase the rainbows and butterflies in no queue!
The Second Coming! May be in Muscat or Rabat road cover
He may suddenly plant a poem in your soul with a red flower
When familiar hibiscus images freezes out of Spiritus Mundi
A garden grows and you invite him to feast Yemen mandi,
You leave your singing heart hanging on a wooden chair,
It troubles you; the journey to Muscat is still fresh and fair.
A shape with Airbus where angels and guests mingle and leave
With a gaze blank and throbbing heart you search for love!
When a dream is moving its slow sighs, while all about it
Reel shadows of the incessant memories fade into memory pit,
Slowly the silence drops again; but now you know as a whole
That three days can be centuries to a soul searching for a soul,
In the earthen cabin we are bound by time and space
May be djinns or angels guide our thoughts with great pace?
And by a rocking embrace, And what speed and grace,
Our hour come round at last, moves towards Bahrain race!
✲✲✲✲✲
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11. A Dancer and a Poet
I carry all my lives in my naked bones that shiver in
passion’s chill!
Looking at the sky I carry stars to glue them to the
night’s wall to spill,
I paste the silver moon lamp on the blue dome and
move it at my will,
Looking at her with dismay I bowed my head and
danced with wolves in drill!
Then I was dancing with renewed youthfulness to the
beats of a Moroccan drummer!
When you go crazy amidst of pristine beauty all
impossible things rain in desert summer!
The muscles cried ‘stop’, heart went for a whirl,
blood was boiling, breath lost its grammar!
Then you search for her dancing on the stage like a
phoenix, swan, peacock’s collective glamour!
In the intricate alleys of Rabat medina I found a bullet
less pistol emitting a frantic call,
And ladies feigned fearful screams and the laughter
reverberated in the souvenir stall,
We conquered the lands of vibrant business and filled
them with fun and frolic in all!
The spiral steps that allow the shadows to come
closer drummed the footsteps to crawl!
In the maze of books we lost someone with hunger in
her pages of life and radiating spark,
The calligraphic letters caressed her with love and for
a while she was a living bookmark,
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What she was doing I couldn’t see, may be holding
the verse or universe in a pigmented bark!
I took a deep breath and steep sigh and said to the
old hag of my heart, look at the Noah’s ark!
As per His orders, in pairs did Noah save the living
beings from the God’s deluge of anger?
As per our mind’s disorders we brave the alleys of life
and search for ourselves to live stronger!
I tried to tell her that the curves of her physique
teaches me geography and her lips history,
But I stopped at the crossroads because at the still
point the poet is writing a dancer’s story!
✲✲✲✲✲
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12. Prima Ballerina- Roberta Di Lara
All the way from Taranto a Greco-Roman sculpted
nymph rides on a magic carpet,
She lands in Marrakesh- the land of God and wanders in
the Jemaa-el Fnaa market,
Teaching Moroccan snakes a few steps in dancing she
colors the town with her smiles,
A few practicing steps near the swimming pool where
waters envied her dancing styles!
Marrakesh to the white city –Casablanca and to Rabat is
a trying experience of wits,
And in Rabat all delegates eyed at her with wider eyes
and jealous emotional fits!
Her well chiseled body adorned with Fuchsia red dress
was the talk of the town!
The concert hall with red magenta seats perfectly
matched the ballerina’s gown!
Lights off! In that anticipated darkness a focus light
slowly followed a phoenix rising,
From the red purple mist an angel unleashed waves of
golden dust and it was stunning!
Ankha’s back ground voice was exhilarating and the
deep sonorous tone was enchanting!
Flowing with the streams of sounds and words Roberta
exhibited movements in dancing!
Lol! Look at the Phoenix performing plie, releve, sauté
and combinations of movements!
Did she stop at any time? The way she did those
tendues, jetes and grand battements,
Left the audience go spellbound! Oh God! Look at her!
The twirls, gyrations, and splashes!
The magenta red mimicked the magnificent fire and the
Phoenix rose from the ashes!
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Claps! Claps! The hall thundered with admiration words
–Bravo Viva Roberta! O Ballerina!
This time when lights went off, on the stage we found a
beautiful white swan near marina!
Ankha’s voice was out of world with the emotional
depths and voluptuous raptures queue!
The white swan preened a swan song and the
performance was fantastic and picturesque!
Walking in her toes she brought the azure blue sky, and
stars nearer to her locks wavy,
Her face is the lunar moon that spilled pearls of smiles
that caused stars to sulk with envy!
The prima ballerina Roberta di lara now appeared as a
mesmerizing peacock in blue skirt!
The opening ceremony of Reassemblement Marocain
pour la poesia was a super duper hit!
✲✲✲✲✲
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13. Houda and fida..
Do you know the right path that brought you into
the alleys of Morocco?
Who pushed you there on to the magic carpet and
guided you to be the draco?
You saw the phoenix- swan-peacock spilling colors
of rainbow on the stage!
A few scented flowers from heaven blossomed in
to smiles of eternal age!
There you find a little girl maiden choked with
emotion looking at you,
There were transparent lakes of tears that spoke
many languages of dew,
Mohabbat, love - she said, do you know where to
find and where is my due?
The phoenix told her something and both smiled
the back stage into milky blue!
In the medina of Rabat you look at the vivid
psychedelic displays of spices,
Carpets, souvenirs and ornaments that vied with
one another in prices,
I know they camouflage the hunger of the sellers
in the intricate souqes,
But when the teenage girls talk about lovelessness
in dreams, my mind chokes!
With sad gaze I looked at her and say- 'The oasis is
in the faraway Indian heart!
But can you travel that far in search of love without
falling for the mirage chart?
✲✲✲✲✲
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14. Rabat-Sale rendzevous....
On the right bank of the Bou Regreg river a
coruscant commuter town,
Here wandered Banu Ifran and his descendents in
glory of their own,
A haven for the Barbary pirates in the seventeenth
century-Sale RoversNow the poets from eighteen countries walked
hand in hand on poetry flyovers!
The industrious Ahmed Taghi and his friends were
in their best,
Arabian music and poetry flowed like milk and
honey at the gate of west,
The beautiful voices of Berber and Rabat poets
vied with the music mist,
The adorable presence of the sponsor with his
wife was the highlight of the fest!
Young girls and boys sang and danced in the
traditional Moroccan ways!
The audience was spellbound by the magic of the
local artists displays!
The closing ceremony glittered with the glistening
harmony among poets,
The rustling sighs of closing events told the
delegates the final bye-bye rites!
Yes, all good things come to an end after a hectic
program with dividends,
Memories surround you like fireflies and ice flakes
in the stories with no ends!
✲✲✲✲✲
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15. Bull and Bulbul
There from a distance, piercing through the
melodious Moroccan drums,
You hear a distinct sonorous voice of a beautiful
bulbul in magic tantrums,
‘Kuch kuch hota hai’- a movie tune sculpted and
etched in a mystic tone hums,
When it flowed I saw her bewitching smile that
haunts you in passionate dreams,
Then the bulbul unraveled the mysteries of Frank
Sinatra and other bards,
And her own poetry matched her voice and there
were flames that scalds
If you cross your fine boundaries there are some
hidden melancholic guards,
Around her to tell you she is a priceless pearl and
a sweet bulbul among the birds!
We all walked to and fro in the streets of Rabat
searching for symphonies,
Her voice suddenly breaks out as a hot geyser
rushing to give warm companies,
The distant drums, the noise in the streets, the
hubbub of city voices mix in that flow,
But some where a silent sigh makes her
introspective but it gives her further glow!
When the Indian bull hears a cheeky - kuch kuch
hota hai- he smiled and smiled!
The friendly divine bulbul smiled and there was a
magic carpet rolled and rolled!
✲✲✲✲✲
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16. Her throne was on my heart!
You! O you! You who have created a flutter in my
sleeping heart,
You have left me alone in the souq and bookshop
and left smart!
In those alleys where solitude glitters in pitch
darkness you spilled smiles,
And opened the vistas of lightened paths into the
palace of love in distant miles!
Do not allow your tender feet to walk on my
flaming dreams o dear girl,
The intense heat may cause singing pain to those
lovely feet and twirl!
Do not allow your handsome fingers touch my
trembling lips in sweet swirl,
The intense quake of my countenance earth may
shake them into wind whirl!
Do not let your cheeks touch my burning cheeks
that declare my quest for you!
Do not let your delicate ears hear my mumble
rumble that may not be new!
Do not let your nose search for the vial of scent
you gifted, I am that fragrance blue!
Do not let your eyes to look in to my eyes there
you will find nothing except you, true!
Do not enter and tread in my dreams and disturb
my useless sleep,
Wake me up from this tardiness and let me reach
you in a magic leap!
(Your throne is on my heart, come slowly,
o my sweet angel and this is your staff and crown!
Let this fable be told in the mystic streets of medinas highly,
of all the world renown and known!)
✲✲✲✲✲
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17. A touch that touches you hot
and cold...
Ouch! Touch me not when nobody sees us and in
a jumble of travelers,
That too crowded with anxieties and pains where
you are alone with time tellers,
The gate is yet to open and you were with your
own conversing hot fears,
About a cruel heart that left you alone and went on
its own inevitable tears,
Ouch! Call me not when nobody hears us except
our own hearts beating aloud,
That too crowned with cacophonies and groans
where you are not allowed,
The gate is yet to be announced and you were
alone with your fizzling out dreams,
About a familiar heart pretending unfamiliar went
in deep sigh streams,
Ouch! Eye me not when nobody sees us except
our emotional tsunami waves,
That too raised their water hoods in whirl pools
where you and me are braves,
The gate is yet to be manned and the tides are
high and you were alone in a crowd,
About a passionate heart that pressed its own lips
and left you in that busy shroud,
You were trying to balance on the skate-board on
non-stop tear waves,
Ouch! Suddenly a touch of electric shock brings
you alive from the thought caves!
✲✲✲✲✲
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18. In the decrepit images....
There we both sat at a distance reading the food
served in tagine bliss,
The vegetable salad in the first course was tempting
like a stolen kiss,
You pretended not knowing me and was discussing
with a neighbor in flamy hiss,
The second course was couscous as delicious as a
chocolate of swiss miss!
I was tempted to distract you because you did not
care my eager presence,
And you as though declared me as nobody was in
your regal style of resonance,
I coughed and giggled in useless antics where
determined dames defeat romance,
Go with raised heads of victory and a pretty blush
on their cheeks of no innocence!
We could half finish what they served us and the
desert was ready with all fruits!
I looked at her delicate fingers helping in waves of
ecstasy of mystic hidden roots!
The bowls are half empty and the hot spear mint
tea of Morocco was in fine fumes!
Her delicate lips quivered a while and she enjoyed
it with passion filled perfumes!
I understand now, every girl needs a space of her own,
in expressing her intimate love to you,
The pretention is to keep you in her tows and to leave
you on your toes till she says where were you?
✲✲✲✲✲
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19. Does seduction mean to lead
astray or ash tray?
I occasionally dream about smoking as in Marlboro
advertising or like a king,
But that stayed as fantasy even though the
temptation came from a girl of my liking,
I can wear a mask and imitate Jim Carrey and say
‘how do you do’ before her waking,
Or I can be Rick in Casablanca and smoke away my
agony of seeing her again walking!
Out of all the joints in the world she walks into my
heart again to have a song,
And orders Sam- play it again for old times sake- but
what right she has, to bang
My doors of oblivion and bring back the long
forgotten memories to sing along?
O cruel woman! Don’t you sense the tears that are
wetting your tender feet all along!
In that rings of smoke I look at the fast moving past
of our fine escapades,
In that burning end I reconstitute the sparks of our
promenades and serenades!
In that ash I bury my heart wrenching agonies of
your exit and my entry into hell Hades!
Now again, you have walked into my sleep to throw
what merciless grenades?
When cicadas squeak, flowers speak, crickets
drum solitude at evening dawn!
Night approaches like the ash in tray after the last
puff of sunshine, with darkness drawn!
✲✲✲✲✲
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20. The color of pain due to
separation....
You leave Rabat saying goodbye to all your new
friends with heavy heart!
There is a queer feeling of emptiness and a little
sadness leaving this part!
Three, four days of riding on a magic carpet may not
quench the deep thirst,
But o sojourner! Life is like that! You can not have too
much of anything last or first!
As one by one friends parting their ways the colors of
rainbow started changing,
You ask yourself- what is the color of this emptiness?
Can I color pain in my painting?
If so what color represents it best? Where is the agony
trench I have to depict peace?
Why this canvas is shrinking unlike Guernica which
expands in time and space?
We got down the bus at Casablanca and rallied
towards the ticket counters, on a time track!
After security checkups you feel naked but clothed by
passport you gets your identity back!
The big two storied A-380 awaits your boarding and
you sink back in your silly emotional rack!
Then suddenly an angel returns and revives you from
your grave with her soft touch spark!
Then explodes the colors of rainbow on the canvas of
hope in surrealistic time lapse!
The duet you both sing-along echoes in the transit
airport captures the future relapse!
✲✲✲✲✲
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21. The Morocco Poetry Festival
Tell me, are there any friends that can help you
to browse the unknown lands?
When your sim card feigns sleep and you lose
your contact’s address on hands!
With worst skepticism and best optimism I dared
to come out at Casablanca Airport!
Lo! Who is there? Dear Monsif Beroual with his
youthful smile greeted me into his fort!
He was like sleepless night anxious with the clouds
of doubt about guests arrival,
This guy is a Super Monsif running errands for each
and every delegate of festival!
Then I met two poets one feeding the feral cats, the
other guy meditating with prayer beads.
Then arrived in person the dynamic man of the festival
Ahmed Taghi a man of many deeds!
Morocco Festival is a holy confluence of Arabic,
French, and English Rivers,
From Italy, India, Poland, Canada, Iraq, Bahrain,
Palestine, Malaysia poetry lovers,
Hobnobbed with local poets and bards of Morocco
under the able guidance ,
Of Ahmed Taghi and Monsif, we poets had a great time
in Rabat’s magnificence .
The hosts are kind and generous with their acts and
conducting a meaningful festival,
All the poets were at home with their warmth and
the bards sang the ancient tunes of revival!
✲✲✲✲✲
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22. Bye bye o west gate,
Morocco the great!
From East gate of India from the Southside I travelled
on magic carpet weather
To the west gate of Africa, where sea coast and
Sahara desert kiss one another
In tranquil but passionate state, that takes you into
the enchanting landscapes,
Where you immerse yourself in the drum beats and
your tardiness just escapes!
Monsif Beroual and Ahmed Taghi the great achievers
receive you at Casablanca,
All your tiredness of a long journey just vanishes and
you were as fresh as bianca!
In the Airport you meet poets from Bahrain,
Mauritiana, Italy and other places,
The bus takes us to Rabat with hot and cold weather
what sea coast graces!
Three days and four nights at Rabat was a journey of
psychedelic experience,
Meeting the president, the visit to city and university,
the medina stroll license,
The searching the alleys and intricacies of a city with
enchanting past tense,
The opening and closing ceremonies, the poetry
readings and the divine pre-sense,
What do you do when only three days are at your
sleeve and magic carpet is on roll?
Where everyone wishes to be so friendly that you
ever imagined in your life’s stroll?
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When we all pledged on mutual respect universal
brotherhood, and love on scroll,
Who is who present there responded in tears and
hugs of honor and divine parole!
Then we sang a song of joy, regaling on the tides of
rapacious tagine cuisine,
The indomitable Moroccan spear mint tea and of
course the fine Couscous divine!
The memories we preserved in our mind treasuries
and rolled back to our places!
But the sweet fragrance of friendship and love are
still as fresh as morning roses!
(Thanks to Ahmed Taghi and his colleagues of RAPMOROCCO)
✲✲✲✲✲
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23. If you are a Bird.. I am a Bird!
In that worn out pages of an old note book we lie
still in side by side pages,
A blanket of tears cover us with memories and in
silence we travel the lost ages!
Shooting stars with your smiles, you descend on to
the earth like a song of sages!
When I lost myself in that spectacular moment of
your light, you are gone with your pages!
Where are you? Scared of the distance you have
chosen, my heart collapses,
We know romances in rain carry thunders and
lightning and time jump in synapses,
I am who you are because we both are equally
crazy and run in time lapses,
Did I plan falling in love with you? Did you say
anything about these shock relapses?
When I am struggling for a rejuvenating drop of love
waters in this arid desert,
You were away in unknown ice lands may be struck
in Aurora Borealis concert!
Come O my love! Come to these deserted pages
that were blank since you left!
When you come, please bring the cool winds and
rain to fill this oasis in drift!
In that re-sketched pages of an old note book we lie
still in side by side pages,
A blanket of showers cover us with joys and in
silence we travel the future ages!
✲✲✲✲✲
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24. A Muse and a Ballerina
Is this the muse that launch’d a thousand steps of dance,
And burnt the hearts of topclass readers and audience?
Sweet Ankha, make us immortal with your song bliss.
Your words stuck to my soul: see where it flies!
Come, Ankh, come, give me my soul again.
Here will I dwell, for heaven is in your words and whisperings,
And all is dross that is not Ankha-Ra-Micah-Elah.
I will be a poem, and for love of thee, Instead of a nightingale,
shall witness your voice from a corner;
And I will combat with any bard, whatever joy or money loss ,
And wear thy songs colourful on my plumed crest and cross!
Yea, I will find dancing Laura near the backstage,
And then return to the podium for a flash.
O, thou art fairer than the soothing evening air
Clad in the beauty of a thousand words as stars;
Brighter art thou than flaming venus or Phoenix
When they appear’d to hopeless bards and sojourners
More lovely than the monarchs of the poetry sky
In wanton everlasting mystic Fate’s arms;
And none but thou shalt be my poetic partner!
✲✲✲✲✲
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25. Laura in her lovely aura!
Walking tall in that wonderful dawn,
An angel danced on her pointe like a swan!
She built an enchanting land with her magic wand,
Everywhere her smiles gave radiance to the shells on the sand!
In the Baltic sea the azure blue waves greeted her
with wavy hands,
She glided on those billows with her lovely feet as
oars of golden strands!
The molluscs and corals, the fish and florals
waved at her in stands
While little mermaids made a march of triumph in
mysterious bands!
When the white swan glided through the corridors
of time in her pristine style,
Ancient cave paintings, Egyptian frescos, Indian
statuettes, Greek and Roman file,
China and Japan court dancers made their
appearances in dances of rituals of past!
From Italian courts to Paris opera she took us all to
the evolution of ballerina, fast!
Did you learn thy art by the divine blessings of the
Muse of Dance, Terpsichore?
O divine Roberta! May be Miriam, after crossing
the Red sea danced on the shore!
May be you saw in your vision women welcoming
David after his triumph over Goliath!
Or Salome taught you the art of seven veil dance as
a penance for her misdeed and its aftermath!
O ballerina supremo! Like De Lafontaine and de
Subligny you put the stage on fire!
As a solo performer you outshine Prevost, Salle,
and Camargo and ignite life’s desire!
✲✲✲✲✲
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26. Here’s looking at you, Kid!
Why those parting tears leave their stories in silence
on your listening cheeks?
The eyelashes lashed in waves at the sea of emotions
to paint my inner shrieks!
Here’s looking at you KID! You wrenched my heart
out and kissed it goodbye!
How can I put it back in its original space when it is
steaming lava of love high!
In hiccups my heart is pleading for your tender touch
but you scorn its advance!
I realize somewhere I have crossed your mercy with
my careless arrogance!
Is that why you left me in this love less desert and
gone away in a mind storm!
The time twisters are gnawing away my treasured
memories of you in dark charm!
O dear! This scorching heat made me into cactus
thistles and mesquite seed wares,
Everywhere I see the images of fear as side wingers
and scorpions in nightmares!
The invisible chains you placed to my mind and body
are crushing my spirit unawares,
Grant me lady your love and release me from this
torture with your tender cares!
Here’s looking at you KID! You put back my collapsed
heart in and kissed it goodnight!
You forgave me and brought back our own space
intact under this serene moonlight!
✲✲✲✲✲
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27. A walk to remember!
Halfway down the aisle he suddenly stopped to pick
a hibiscus flower,
Over the fence the tree was smiling with her
thousand buds and flower shower,
Clouds cleared the path to the bright sun and the
fragrance of coruscant wet earth,
The haunting love breeze was spreading, you can not
see it but feel it in its depth!
When he was on his knee and offered the enchanting
flower you looked at him
He was swimming in those two blue seas searching
for his identity with weird whim!
Amazement and joy walked side by side and hugged
you both like divine dream,
You gently took the flower and opened the vistas of
infinity flanked by hope stream!
When the heart forge of Vulcan is fuming with golden
red flames capped in blue,
When the bellows of breath infusing fire with
combustible air of passionate hue,
When two heart rhythms synchronize in a standstill
moment searching for a clue,
When the gentle touch of nearness rafting the world
of emotions into joyful dew,
You whispered into his tireless eyes a mystic prime
hum of forgotten ages and suddenly left ,
Drunk with your honeyed voice he is still searching
for you in the hills and dales of separation cleft!
✲✲✲✲✲
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28. How to make a Kissmiss
Cake Special....
It depends on how much you love this Don Juan or
Casanova of lore!
Is he a regular guy of hit and miss type or pinch and
slap type before?
Do you still wish to ride on his magic carpet and
dance on the mystic floor?
O Cinderella! Lose your Crystal slipper and let him
walk on his knees to your door!
Then prepare an enchanting cake with all the spells
of love embedded as nuts.
Now chop the almonds of his advances in a love
processor for ten seconds,
In a luring bowel add them to kiss-miss nut and fruit
antics along with lemon rinds,
Add your teasing brandy over this curiosity mixture,
let him wait overnight in thoughts!
Preheat your side glance oven to 325 F or guess
Mark three in anticipation.
Sieve his steps and letters of flour, salt, and spices
into a large bowl of passion,
Cream and soften his bitter looks with brown sugar
add eggs and treacle sensation,
Now he is a dough in your tender hands, so pour
your almond essence in liberation!
Spread the batter into the prepared pan and bake
his waiting spirits for two hours,
Two hours at reduced tempo let him simmer then
release him from oven covers
Decorate the CAKE of your love with icing words
and spread your magic all over him!
Oh dear girl! No more a hit and run guy but he
sticks to you like a sweet chewing gum!
( ...Then serve him what he deserves..)
✲✲✲✲✲
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29. O’ Soft Sun and Honey Moon!
When that twin lightning sparred one another, the
blue sky cried in pain, why?
The dark clouds thundered and unleashed
tornadoes and veiled earth in dust dry!
Now it is time to invert the water-pots of heavens
to quench the thirst of earth,
The green signal came from the eye of God and
storm and a deluge heaved in mirth!
The hoods of water in tsunami waves inundated
the human shores,
The leftovers of aftermath limped back to repair
doors on sad scores!
Slowly came the spring on the green graves of the
past memoir stores,
Countless flowers bloomed in vivid colors and
patterns of fresh lingo spores!
Then you came to this new Eden like a nightingale
on wings of song,
A sojourner I am, amazed with your grace and
grandeur, looked at you all along,
The morning pink sun filled the hills and dales
with velvet red sunshine,
The more I looked at you the more Amor I was
and love blossomed in vines divine!
As twin lightning when we sparred one another,
the blue dome smiled in joy, why?
The soft sun and tender moon whispered sweet
nothings in the cloudless bright sky!
✲✲✲✲✲
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30. Walk gently on my dreaming
heart with your bare feet!
The road to your mercy is ridden with hidden swords,
I lie here under the dark sky looking at the migrant birds,
I am tired and thirsty, cannot walk anymore,
Night covers me like a blanket, and with crickets I snore!
I wonder, by my sleep, what thou and I have done,
till we parted? Were we not gathering memories then?
But separated on country borders, I weep in childish urge?
Or count the moments you burnt my soul in your grace forge!
’Where I lost myself ? tears roll like fireballs and merge,
it was so; all pleasures do cause unbearable pain surge!
in that dream garden I was looking at you in trance,
Which I planned not, it happened, ’twas but a magic dance!
Hand in hand we touched the flowers to our pounding hearts,
we suffered occasional frozen moments and missed beats,
The rhythm was clear like the buzz of the humming bees;
Time came upon us like a dark cloud, the thunder was loud,
you came, saw, smiled and disappeared like lightning,
my tears rained like drizzle now grew into an unfamiliar storm,
some screeching emptiness devours my caged heart,
it lodges the melancholic universe and sinks into bottom part!
Let sojourners on love path discover my frozen body!
Let the maps of amor sail in bottles to reach you lady!
Let the routes to the worlds on worlds show my existence,
Let that one world, world of love, bring you to my essence.
My reflection in thine eyes, let it imbibe your electric charge!
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My lost memories, let them be retrieved by your tender merge,
Be a peacemaker and replenish this empty soul with love!
Be a Spirit giver and rejuvenate this thin body to fly above!
Whatever perishes again flourishes in the infinite realms of time,
it is the immortal love that runs the world, you and me in
space sublime!
(So dear, walk gently on my dreaming heart,
with your soft tender feet!
it is you I am dreaming about and so sprinkle your smiles
and kisses so sweet!)
✲✲✲✲✲
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31. Before you come in…..
Before you come in, don’t forget to knock the door
with your memory stick,
My heart is throbbing in silence, awaiting your
gentle touch of magic trick,
It has forgotten its own rhythm and is moving in
tandem with your heart beat,
Any delay in your arrival causes panic in the
premises of serenity so sweet!
Before you rub my falling pulse with incense of
your innocence, please close the door,
You combed the bumpy distance between us with
your presence warm and tender!
You tuned my mind keyboard into singing poems
of eternal love in its primal sense!
You anointed my body with the perfume of divine
thoughts and memories of past tense!
Before you go, please close the window, the sea
breeze and moonlight may envy me!
While I dream about you, all the stars twinkle and
the lone night is my arch-enemy!
The fragrance of your stay and the presence of
your left behind shadow sings a lullaby,
I try to collect your memories into my forgotten
pockets and look for the final good-bye!
Before you come in, please knock the door, inside
I am stitching our memories together!
Before you go, close the windows too, the outside
world is anxious to see how we suffer!
✲✲✲✲✲
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32. I was trying to read
your tears….
I was never successful reading your lips
They always burnt me with your enigmatic smile.
Often I wished to fly in your dreams
But I find that door locked and guarded all the while.
It was raining heavily your memories
I see a familiar lightning flashing over the cloudy zone
On my tin fragile roof of consciousness
Every moment of our togetherness is hitting like a hailstone
The painting is still wet
The colors bleed beyond the borders
The cyclone whipped tornadoes and whirlpools, yet,
My boat, in the eye of the storm,
is wobbling amidst tsunami hoods
I wear the glasses of morals
They always gave me blurred vision and migraine!
Looking through my screen of tears
I am still trying to read your tears and decipher the pain!
✲✲✲✲✲
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33. Your thumb impression on
my recouping heart!
It was a harsh summer and the sand-storms blew
with thirst and high volt,
We fought like clouds in proximity generating
many a thunder and bolt!
In the frozen silence intervals we breathed out
hailstones on one another in quilt,
Then gushed the tear-fall in torrents and waves
that cleansed the smudges of guilt!
Yes! I know my impatience was the major drought
in our cherished spring climate,
The burden of loneliness, the vicissitudes of harsh
dry desert air wilts me, o mate!
Your smiles of roses and lilies that danced in my
pupils are dodging me of-late!
Your whisperings into my heart heave under the
cobwebs of melancholic slate!
I wrote a poem on the water may be with colored
sand of carelessness,
May be I brandished my ego sword on your
humility shield too often in brashness,
The fables of our romance are still alive on the tree
trunks and beach rock carvings,
Under the starlit sky in a crescent lamp glow I fill
my pen with tears on my cravings!
I try to hold my failing heart till you come and
revive it with a pleasant shock!
Your thumb impression on my recouping heart
makes it alive and kick in love-stock!
✲✲✲✲✲
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34. In the shut prisons of
love thought....
In those dark corners of thought prisons too many
echoes collided in haste,
The sleepy prisoners shook their bat dreams off
and shrieked in raw taste,
Fireflies clicked cameras like cats with cataract to
record the stuck cry in throat,
Neither day’s command nor night’s timid answer
could suppress that lovers’ gloat!
Those lovers of convenience are scripting latent
promises on sand and water slates,
The owls and nocturnal wanderers shook their
heads in sheer disbelief states!
Love, love, infinite, selfless love-’ the lovers
growled in opposite predicaments,
You go this way and me that way; we can meet
somewhere to start arguments!
The blind philosophers gathered around the
elephant of love and painted the form,
The deaf mathematicians calculated the weight of
love; fell short of zeroes in sum,
The dumb astrologers imagined the Venus of love
in a planet, with predictions awesome!
The limping medicine men concocted potions to
net the elusive love in its charm!
The poets, painters, sculptors, engineers, scribes,
musicians described love as they saw it!
But when two charged bodies collide like lightning
what words, echoes, colors can describe it?
✲✲✲✲✲
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35. The garland of tears!
Near the arrogant edge of my world I lost you in the
rustling leaves and whispering brooks,
The fragrance in the air and the smiling flowers kept
the way you walked with fresh looks,
Like a haunting shadow I walked on tiptoes lest you
may disappear in memories and echoes,
Your reflection on turbulent waters was conversing
with your tears in painful silence throes!
At the suspended rim of time, I wished to walk back
into the past to take back my swords,
The wall of my frozen lies was so thick my hot
repentance flames got frozen into words!
May be she was trying to forget my harsh voice on
impulse, or wiping out the arguments,
The call of my voice was so weak no leaf turned its
face towards me hushing my laments!
No more I can keep myself in this torture chamber of
agony scourging me every minute,
My tears now flow towards you as my voice and
signature tune of repentance of resolute!
I lit my tears in flames of love and go scorching the
icy walls I built with my hands and wait,
Forgive me and return to our book of Eden on the
boat of your mercy in the corridors of light!
My tears as letters filled the pages of my book of
remorse and I came to the last page,
The lost pages of love I kept them blank in the hope
one day she will come as a blaze,
I waited for ages with dwindling candle light in
sleepless nights expecting a knock anytime!
KNOCK! With trembling hands I opened the door,
I found a garland of tears smiling sublime!
✲✲✲✲✲
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36. Over to Casablanca!
As time goes by, i wandered in the one-way
corridors of time,
Searching for a time machine to travel backwards
in solitary mime,
In search of the signatures of Lisa Lund,
Victor Laszlo and mine,
And ‘the very thought of you’ O Lisa! bringing tears
into mine eyes and pain!
O play it, Sam. Play ‘As Time goes by’ and let the
crushing wheels
Of memory train make deep furrows on my heart
fields and it heals
My pent-up emotions or not but it may bring her
fragrance of love seals
Closer and closer to my withered body and soul to
bring back my vitality veils,
Of all the gin joints in all the towns in the entire
world, she walks into mine,
When she left me cold in that torrid rain and trepid
train, a vicious landmine
Exploded in and out of my body and brain,
throwing my inside guts out into drain
The whole world was laughing at me in painful
refrains and pungent strain,
Still I wish to wander in the streets of Casablanca,
remembering Paris dreams,
In this time machine I inch towards Lisa to sail
with her in the perpetual streams!
✲✲✲✲✲
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37. All white houses are
not Casa Blanca!
So the fertile land and the city Anfa was brought to
ruins and dust
By the waddling Portu- geese with their beaks,
tongue and robust bust,
On these ruins of Anfa, a military fortress came to
be called as Casabranca
The white-house of Portuguese changed hands in
between with Spanish anca,
And a big earthquake toppled that white town that
survived thousand years,
As Anfa, Casabranca and Casablanca lay half dead
in horrowing nightmares,
Then came the saviour Sultan Mohammad ben
Abdullah, gave it a new lease of life,
As ad-Dar al-Bayda the white house of Spanish
casa blanca grew without strife.
At the dawn of twentieth century the city
prospered under French protectorate,
Since nineteen hundred and fifty six, in the
Chawiya plain breathing independence,
Casablanca became the bread basket of Morocco
with its fertile lands high dense,
O Casa! the biggest city in the Maghreb you are the
cynosure of time at any rate!
From Berberean hooves to modern moves and
movies you are a timeless legend!
O Casablanca! With the world’s tallest minaret of
Hasan II Mosque, you look pristine and grand!
✲✲✲✲✲
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38. The footsteps inside the
West Gate
In the glistening sands, in the drizzling rains and in
the whistling caves,
The fossils and bones whisper the winds of wise
man’s rants and raves;
At Sale, at Jebel Irhoud, the osteal remnants date
the ancient graves,
And the Taforalt seashell beads announce the
personal ornamental craves!
Savannahs with fauna and flora nurtured the
Mesolithic hunter- gatherers,
Hot climate changes followed the wheels of time
to Cardial impressed ware,
From Levant to African coast waves of settlers
landed with much fanfare!
Phoenician merchants preceded the Carthage
raiders as salt and ore traders!
In the drizzling rains, in the whistling caves and in
the glistening sands,
The trading boats and coins whisper the exploits of
Greek and Roman bands;
From Bacchus to Ptolemy of Mauretania the local
Berber kings ruled inlands,
Jealous Caligula ordered the assassination of
Ptolemy and bloodied his hands!
Caligula’s message- ‘Do nothing at all, neither
good nor bad, to the bearer’,The little soldier’s boot- ‘caliga’ got the same
treatment within a vicious year!
A vassal state under the emperor Augustus, Empire
reached Anfa- Casablanca!
Roman Roads and colonies roared around the
capital Tangier’s cyan-Bianca!
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In the whistling caves, in the glistening sands and
in the drizzling rains,
Tingis, the daughter of Atlas, was the protector
goddess of Tangier plains,
Following the wheels of time Christianity made
inroads into Berber mains,
Schismatic and heretical patterns too made
stamping on political strains!
The conquest of Maghreb brought Arabic lingua
and the holy religion,
In the name of Allah, most merciful and
compassionate a new era was born!
Followed by Berber Revolt, Barghawata,
established states of independence!
Sijilmassa, kingdom of Nekor, to Idrisid Dynasty a
fine progressive turbulence!
In the glistening sands, in the drizzling rains and in
the whistling caves,
New polities of Fatimid, Umayyad and Zenata
whisper the winds of braves,
The Berber Dynasties of Almoravids, Almohads,
Marinids and Wattasids,
Created the idea of an ‘Imperial Maghreb’- under
Berber aegis rapids!
After the reign of Saadi dynasty, started the royal
footsteps of Alaouite family,
The descendents of the great Prophet began their
rule in Moroccan valley!
The wheels of time passed through the phase of
European strategic rally,
The French and Spanish flags started fluttering
over the Moroccan sky slowly!
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In the drizzling rains, in the whistling caves and in
the glistening sands,
Moroccan Goumiere- the indigenous soldiers laid
their lives in World-War lands,
‘Revolution of the king and the people’succeeded in abolishing the protectorate,
His Excellency Mohammad the fifth assumed
monarchy of the Moroccan State!
‘The Years of Lead’ of His Excellency King Hassan II
proved Moroccan strength,
The liberal and generous king His Excellency
Mohammad VI rules at length
In the name of Allah, most merciful and compassionate,
Morocco rides high!
The Western Kingdom’.- al-Mamlakha al-Maghribiyah.‘the Sun sets in the sky!
In the whistling caves, in the glistening sands and
in the drizzling rains,
Over rugged mountainous of Atlas, and the fabled
Sahara desert sand plains,
Along the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean
coast line one can see the trains,
Of footsteps leading to the interiors of the Moroccan
splendors and strains!
✲✲✲✲✲
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39. Roaming in the streets of the
imperial cities....
O Sojourner! Come on! Have the fez- rumi cap adorn
your anxious head,
Let’s get lost in the medina maze of the Fes el bali, one
of the world’s largest car- free walkers shed,
Built on the banks Jawhar river Fez is the ‘Mecca of the
west’ and the ‘Athens of Africa’ , so go ahead,
Here walked Idrisids, zenata, Almoravid, Almohad rulers,
this is the ville nouvelle a French style shade!
Hark! Look at the Madrasas, see this is the world’s oldest
functioning university Al quaraoulyine,
The traditional red felt hat Fez is here , let’s bargain or haggle
a bit and leave the oldest capital of Morocco timeline!
Here we move on to the Spanish-Moorish style city
Meknes well groomed by Sultan Moulay Ismail,
Aha! This is Roman Volubilis, there the old town medina,
see the Bab al-Mansour gate with a tragic tale!
The palaces, mosques, gardens, dungeons, royal stables
and enormous grain silos,
Reveal the past grandeur and the mere impermanence
of materialistic halos!
O wayfarer! Now do you hear the ‘Ahoy Captain!’,
blistering barnacles of pirate combat?
At the mouth of the river Bou Regreg, facing Sale is the
stronghold of victory- the city Rabat!
Here moored her ship the pirate queen of lore Sayyida
al- Hurra, the governor of Tetouan!
Married the king of Morocco in her own city to prove
her point and broke the royal tradition!
Barbary pirates delight was the Rabat- Sale-ports, the
corsair raided ships for slaves and ransom,
The Barbary coast menace ended with bombing of
ports, often surfaces with new faces awesome!
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These are the ruins of an unfinished largest mosque in
the world and Hassan tower at Ribatu l-Fath!
Almohad caliph Moulay Yacoub built them and Rabat
city walls, moved the capital to Rabat!
Let’s wander in the Andalusian gardens of Kasbah of
the Oudaias and the Royal Mausoleum,
In old Medina we can venture into souqs or street
markets, palaces and many a Museum!
From the present day capital Rabat to red or ochre cityMarrakesh is a long journey southward,
Almost a thousand year old city with the busiest square
in Africa Jemaa el-Fnaa as a tourist reward,
Marrakesh is ‘The land of God’, country of the sons of
Kush, and the Daughter of the desert!
It is the allegorical drum that beats an African identity
into the complex soul of Morocco heart!
Marrakesh is the jewel of South where you can get lost
into the narrow mazes of passages,
Yalla! Let’s go! Here you can hear the drum beats of
Umar and Yusuf ’s army and the carriages,
Here danced the boys of the Cheluh Atlas tribe, along
with tambourines and drums of bygone ages!
The wheels of history moved thousand years to reach
the present day Marrakesh in its blazes!
-‘He will reward them for what they endured with a
garden’- the Holy Book instructs about paradise!
Look at those fragrant orange, fig, pomegranate, olive,
bamboos, yuccas, palm trees, papyrus on rise,
Philodendrons, cypress, banana, bougainvilleas, pine,
variety of cactuses and plenty of rose bushes,
Marrakesh is an oasis where pasha of Marrakesh Thami
El-Glaoui ‘Lord of the Atlas made his rushes!
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The assembly of trespassers –Jemaa el-Fnaa is bubbling
with acrobats, mystics, snake-charmers,
Monkey trainers, herb sellers, story tellers, musicians,
dentists, pick-pockets and entertainers,
Oh! Let’s enter the Ali Baba caves like souks with psychedelic
merchandise poured in big containers,
Or walk in the serene gardens and the sand-stone
palaces, mansion- riads and appetite warmers!
Lo! There let’s circumambulate at the tombs of the
seven patron saints of Morocco matters,
Here are the tombs of Saadi rulers, there in dilapidated
state is Mellah the old Jewish quarters,
Our long walk along the streets of imperial cities, as
like all good stories, comes to an end,
In the name of God the most merciful and compassionate,
All is well that ends well is what we comprehend!
✲✲✲✲✲
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40. The Cuisine Cruise in
Marrakesh Magic
Oh! Connoisseur of great food! Come on! Roll up
and down the busy gastronomic street!
The cornucopian Tagine magic that churns out the
delectable delicacies of Moroccan treat!
There on the traditional stove is ready a tagine with
onion rings, flakes of ginger and clove!
An adequate pour of olive oil floods the bottom with
a generous mound of meat you love!
A colorful spice mixture of ginger, pepper, paprika,
saffron, turmeric, cayenne pepper and salt,
Seven types of vegetables adorning the cone, tomato,
cabbage, sweet potato, turnip and carrot,
Chicken peas , courghettes and pieces of pumpkin,
coriander and adequate fine dried couscous ,
With the spice mixture cooked to boil with sufficient
water to make it mouth wateringly delicious!
The gastronomic roads hustle bustle with cinnamon
dust sprinkled over the pigeon meat pie,
The chopped golden lemon rinds paired with tart
green olives and tender chicken roasted high,
An aromantic chill with a bunch of sardines dressed
with cumin, coriander, chilli and parsley
A divine combination of twenty seven spices merging
into ‘ras el hanout’ and a joy heavenly!
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A breakfast of Bassara, or a cup of Harira, or a course of
couscous with a glass of butter-milk,
In Djemaa el-Fnaa savour the kebabs, calamari, grilled
sardines, snails’ broth or Makouda in bulk,
Alongside couscous a piece of zaalouk- aubergine,
Bastilla, or fish chermoula on palatal walk
With glasses of Moroccan whisky of gunpowder tea
steeped with sprigs of spearmint and pleasant talk!
Le premier verre est aussi doux que la vie,
le deuxième est aussi fort que l’amour,
le troisième est aussi amer que la mort.
The first glass is as gentle as life,
the second is as strong as love,
the third is as bitter as death
✲✲✲✲✲
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Poets at Morocco Poetry Festival

2. POETRAVELOGUE - GHANA
While the rest of the world has been improving
technology, Ghana has been improving the quality of
man’s humanity to man.
-Maya Angelou
It is poetry-tea party time again in Ghana on 29 September,
2018. This time I was not alone. Prof. Nagasusheela and Prof.
Gopichand from Guntur, Dr. Kalpana Mallick from Orissa and me were
welcomed by the enthusiastic team of Dr. Waheed Musa the Hafrican
prince with song and dance of Ghana tradition.
In the suburban Accra we were joined by Dr. Eden S. Trinidad,
a poet from Philippines and of course the ever energetic Dr. Penpen
– Epitacio Tongohan.
We had a few glimpses of ethnic culture, local raw emotions,
the preserved human values and the struggle to become a developed
country in the determined faces of the youth.
My friend Dr. Rashid Pelpuo present M.P. Wa Central
Constituency- Ghana, is a great host. We had our lunch time poetry
reading at his spacious home and the official release of his high voltage
thematic book of ideology- THE TRUE MEANING OF LIFE- a bilingual
English and Telugu .
We had a few interviews by Accra Television Award
ceremonies at Commonwealth Conference Hall, UG, attended by
poets from all over Africa.
-‘I think Africa is the most interesting continent on the
planet. You look at a country like Egypt, and you look at a country
like Ghana. It’s just completely different, and the people look
completely different. It’s just a fascinating continent with the most
culture.’ - Malcolm Brogdon
Ghana- the Republic of Ghana, is a country along the Gulf
of Guinea and the Atlantic Ocean, in the sub region of West Africa.
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2
Spanning a land mass of 238,535 km , Ghana is bordered by the Ivory
Coast in the west, Burkina Faso in the north, Togo in the east, and
the Gulf of Guinea and Atlantic Ocean in the south. Ghana means
“Warrior King” in the Soninke language.
Accra is the capital of Ghana covering an area of 225.67 km
with an estimated urban population of 4.2 million as of 2020. It is
organized into 12 local government districts – 11 municipal districts
and the Accra Metropolitan District, which is the only district within
the capital to be granted city status. ”Accra” usually refers to the Accra
Metropolitan Area, which serves as the capital of Ghana, while the
district which is within the jurisdiction of the Accra Metropolitan
Assembly is distinguished from the rest of the capital as the “City of
Accra”.
✲✲✲✲✲
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Releasing Dr. Rashid Pelpuo's book (29-9-2018)

Poets
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1. A lone bird on its wings
When Aurora with her lithe hands painted the
empty sky pink,
The birds of morning dawn marched at the east gate
in song drink,
While the silvery mist bathed the tender buds and
leaves in shy blink,
The rice fields along the high-way looked luscious in
emerald coat mink!
The ashen grey roads stretched like long ribbons with
moth eaten spots,
The speeding vehicles are high and long jumping
near rhe rain beaten pit stops,
The candidates in election bill boards are pleading
with their best smiles for votes,
Just underneath those hoardings a few beggars in
rags are running their life boats!
The cassia auriculata bushes in their green and
yellow dress are looking timid,
The real estate hoardings may be threatening them
with future weather humid,
They are promising utopian life with milk and
honey flowing in abundance bid,
Nearby on the highway a few road kill stray dogs lie
dead ln surrealistic grid!
The rat race is on and the smog is as thick as these
September rains in havoc mood,
Near a church one lone bird is on its wings of hope
is very eager to witness the rood!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. 'Omnia Vanitas'
Amidst the turbulent waves of a vast sea of vanity,
Moves ahead slow and steady a great boat of humanity,
The sea always wanted to own the boat luring it with
its treasures,
The boat always resisted it with its modern skills
and navigation measures!
The sea with its vainglory and self-idolatry boasts
about its blueness and depth,
The boat of humanity often tends to imitate it and
flaunts its glory in length and width!
Vanity when it is hungry it cannibalizes but when it
is well fed it bubbles in health,
Like the naked whore of Babylon it holds in hand
the mirror and comb in stealth;
Now the seven seas are in spate of slicky oil faces
corrupted by human race,
All the seven virtues of sweet waters are becoming
dry in hot wind brace,
Seven sins from hell depths are flogging humankind
without mercy trace,
The external makeup can it mirror the humanity in
its internal decay embrace?
All is emptiness and all is vanity but in vainglory we
paddle our life boat,
‘Omnia Vanitas’- we ignore it till humanity hits the
iceberg and sinks in its gloat!
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. Indian Hair Lines
Out of the most hairlines, Indians have more bizarre
types you can safely count,
From history we know that Indian hairlines differ
from caste to caste and slave to Count!
Some have goshpada- cow foot size hair tuft on
occiput with tail and rest of the head mount,
shining like inverted bronze round vessel just polished
or like Srilankan golden coconut fount!
Some of them flaunt long floating hair, some curled,
some pleated and some matted in flair,
some crop their hair, some color them, some dye
and some almost die if they find a white hair,
The bald, semibald and male type bald invent
ingenious ways in covering the hillocks bare,
Yet the female of this race has extraordinary skill and
patience in protecting their locks from glare!
The hairless young male is in the elimination list of
the discerned females often, in e-motion,
So he has to subject himself for the hair growing
remedies of minoxidil or any magic lotion,
Every day the comb and mirror witness the hairfall and
the tears falling like waterfall in commotion,
Body shops and cosmetic stores are choked full with
hair rising or keeping products in promotion!
This colrful hair saga is endless in epics and
folklores, reminds me our Indian Airlines!
Once Maharaja now as dull as Indian hairlines cropped
and choped like coal in coal mines!
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. Grumblings and crumblings of a
Developing City
All developing countries has this disease of losing
immunity,
When the developed countries start invading them
with impunity,
In the name of loans and aids, slowly pushing them
into debt community,
It is the invasion of mutant multinationals that derail
the self-reliance and unity;
When profit is the prime motto ideology is pushed
to back seat,
They open all gates like water, air, fire, earth and
sky on pollution sheet,
The fertile fields and meadows are takenover under
the guise of development,
Useless industries and non productive sector raises
the dust of moral elopment!
When coconuts get back step to cola drinks, and
banku loses to pizza slice,
The most beautiful bow like figures of people slowly
swell into drum size,
Traditional greetings bow to mechanical hellos and
sorrys in emojis and smilies!
The patches of affluence contrast against the vast
barren lands of poverty similies!
Africa still has the gift of nature's green abundance
all over in her pavillion,
It is her children's responsibility to protect her from
the outsider's gazes million!
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. Bow and Arrows
When you think you have seen the whole world
and nothing is left to be seen,
Suddenly some beautiful thing dawns before your
eyes mesmerizing the scene,
First you won’t believe yourself that it is reality and
you consider it as a dream,
You pinch yourself till you feel the pain and you
enjoy the reality in dream’s light beam!
The oxford street in Ghana welcomes you with
speeding cars that gives you a jerk!
Your footsteps slowly takes you into the tiny shops
of the artisans at work,
Some sell you wood works, some cloths, some
weave colorful hand bands,
Some bargain, some haggle a bit, some refuse,
some opt for imported brands,
But what strikes your eyes is the raw feminine
beauty sculpted in granite,
The whole body aesthetically curved like a long
bow carved in ancient light,
The sprouting lips and the flashy electric smiles, the
protruding gluteal back,
Thay can disarm the lover god Cupid and perfect
curves in mystic ebony black,
The women folk of Accra, Ghana are as lovely and
passionate as Mother earth,
Their body and mind are the treasure chests of
combined beauty and mirth!
✲✲✲✲✲
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6. Conference Confessions
The world is round, the sky is blue, and the sea
water tastes salty
And the poets are podium conscious is as true as
the eternal truths of reality,
Birds and bards migrate to destined lands in
search of a stage of quality,
To flaunt their colors and songs more often to
prove themselves not faulty,
The strange ways they chose are often too
astounding and ingenious;
A few tantrums and queue breaks hilariously
exposes the hues so obvious,
When the famous Indian punctuality rubs
shoulders with Ghana in ways copious,
Time gets squeezed by the encroachment lords of
speech, fast and furious;
Whereever I go I see youth are impatient and
wishes to enjoy life as carpe diem,
Unless we teach them the importance of self
reliance and management of time,
They go prodigal for easy money and time pass
addictions of entertainment,
Following the ways of developed countries and the
modern slavery gets enhancement!
Beware! The borders are designed and redesigned
to sell war and peace!
The profit merchants chant peace, but sacrifice us
before war god to appease!
✲✲✲✲✲
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7. The vibrant smiles and many
more miles
We have to walk before we reach the dreamed
society
Worth of the blood and sweat we shed for
freedom for infinity,
By seven o clock in the morning the streets of
Accra are busy on duty,
Kids in the school uniform are waiting for their
future training in solemnity,
At the cross roads one young man was speaking
his heart out,
Vendors and taxi drivers were selling their wares
and ports in big shout!
Slowly the traffic was picking up and the bus stops
are full with anxious face masks
The bus may come now, in a street corner two
women are preparing morning snacks,
We from a great country India reached the land of
warriors and legends Ghana,
It is a dream realized and a few poetic steps are
into the threshold of Africana!
✲✲✲✲✲
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8. Flash Floods and Rash Bloods
Ghana bubbles with raw emotions and curves of
nature in abundance,
The skin tight dresses on the mountainous hips
and slips unleashes war dance,
The bare legs challenge the ebony cidar wòod
trunks in alluring trance,
Though modern jeans and head covers contradict
one another in life’s chance!
Suddenly the blue dome got painted with ashen
grey cumulonimbus slash,
The rain started in drizzle like the poetry in
struggle but soon poured in flash,
All the lowlying areas were like little rivers in spate
and cars were paddling very rash,
The Wind Shielders were busy in wiping out the
sheets of infinte water wave lash!
On the way to airport the scene repeated with
surrealistic traffic jam!
As the hour of departure approached our hearts
missed a few beats in slow storm,
Slowly our taxi reached airport like a boat in
turbulent sea with hiccoughs swarm,
When they asked for the unavailable yellow fever
card the story took a hilarious form!
Life is a mixture of surprises and standbyes that
gives sudden jolts and joys,
When bubbles of anxiety give trouble then real
hearts respond in friendly ahoys!
✲✲✲✲✲
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9. The Djembe Drums of Africa!
‘Anke dje, anke be’- ‘everyone gather,
in peace together’_
The drums smiled as the hands caressed
them like feather,
Can you make djembe talk?’-whispered she
in her lover’s ear!
Earn the first kiss that can blast your lips
as fervent as a spear!
The chimpanzees in the forest heard the
beats and went crazy!
It is their drum men took away by force and
made them a bit lazy!
From then onwards they are beating their
chests saying gugu showing teeth,
The tambourine player So Dyeu stole the show
with our djembe drum is the truth!
The lover touched her burning cheeks with
unmitigated love and said-‘The chimpanzees of the bush were once men
who went against rules laid,
God cursed them but gave them a drum to sing
the songs of joy and repentance,
Now we got it and so the beats of life we have to
play without any pretence!’The call and response rhythm and the echo gives
the poly rhythmic melody!
Every beat of African drum respects the heart beat
in poly chromatic prosody!
✲✲✲✲✲
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10. African Diaspora!
Who is not African in broader sense if we search
for evolutionary Adam and Eve!
When land bridges were intact Hominids crossed
the land masses for reprieve!
Where ever they migrated as masters or slaves
they took their cuisine with them!
Mashed tubers and grains, injera flat breads
beans, water melons and okra in tandem!
With -’the holy trinity’- celery, onions and cilantro
Afro-American food is the best,
Add coconut milk to seafood with papaya and
guava Caribbean passes the test!
With soups and stews, rice and beans, pea nuts,
plantains and Moqueca Baiana dish,
In Brazil, African cuisine smells heavenly added to
shrimp, crab and varieties of fish!
From magic chants to workers songs, from gospel
music to as disparate as hip-hop,
Banjo, fann at-tanbura, blues, meringue, zouk,
jazz, junkaroo, and calypso non-stop,
And spirtuals with antiphony and synopation of
‘the call and response’- passion fashion,
The protest music is the lifeline in the lyrics and
rhythm of African raw emotion!
African music and dances expresses more about
the life of community and relation,
The dances like adumu, ndlamu, kpanlogo, tells
about courtship and celebration!
✲✲✲✲✲
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11. Tales from Africa!
For the Egyptians it is the birth place, to turn
towards the opening of Ka!
For some it is the land of cave dwellers, for others
it is ‘afar’- dust or silica!
Was it the Abraham’s grandson Epher who
invaded a land with plants erica?
Was it the sunny aprica, or south rainy wind or
Ophir that gave the name Africa?
In the continental drift a big chunk of land mass
drifted to become Indus land,
In the evolutionary forge nature picked up Africa
to hone human beings in sand!
The great migration in phases distributed them to
the nook and corners of the world,
The hot deserts and ice ages changed the skin
colors, shapes a bit straight or curled!
The greatest civilizations do bite the dust in the
great wheel of progressive time!
When fortunes go in reverse masters become
slaves and vice versa in dry clime!
Children of this continent suffered most because
of state failure and weak run!
Genocides and violence go superannuation in
maiming the weak, woman and children!
The great drums of Africa became silent in the
suffocating clutches of poverty,
The daily skull countings on fragile borders made
them suffer poverty in plenty!
✲✲✲✲✲
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POETRAVELOGUE-DUBAI AIRPORT
1. Keep Walking!
I am not any atypical goose but literally one of the
telugu geese,
For Johny Walker Blue Label, a fortune I spent like
melting cheese,
But I did keep on walking worried to spend six
dollars for a cup of coffee,
I am a typical Indian, like to go scot free on scotch
and gold, rest I want free!
In Dubai airport o boy! Eyery thing is duty free,
how I wished duty free job,
Like a typical telugu husband, who likes all in one
wife, dowry, job and be a bit snob,
So I ate the preserved flight biscuits, bread and
drank free water for grub,
And started window shopping till my feet snapped
me for a rest grab!
Waiting for the gates to open I started
moonlighting in midnight,
Like typical telugu boys first time in Goa beach
I oogled my eyes in light,
Soon tired of delights and I slipped into a dreamy
flight and night marish fright,
When I misplaced my passport and I found it in a
frantic search in my last pocket alright!
But I am proud of being a wild telugoose to cook
my own goose in poetry oven,
It is always fun to find oneself in dilemmas and
paradoxes of life, and happily forgiven!
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. POETRAVELOGUE - ITALY, GREECE,
POLAND, PORTUGAL & SPAIN
The Creator made Italy by designs from Michelangelo.”
– Mark Twain
So it is! A whirlwind tour from India to Italy to receive the
prestigious Neruda Award – 2018, from Associazone culturale- Pablo
Neruda from the graceful hands of Maria Miraglia and Saverio Sinopoli
on 6 October, 2018 in Taranto, Italy amidst of many distinguished
prople from all over Taranto. Later we visited the most beautiful town
in Italy- Alberobello famous for its unique Trullo buildings and the
Mayor of the city extended us his warm welcome to his town. Passing
under the twin Rainbow bridge etching the beautiful landscapes of
La Doice Vita, Italy – the enchanting country, me reached my second
stop Athens, Greece.
Athens, the eye of Greece, mother of arts and eloquence.
-John Milton
Revisiting the great city Athens is like coming home to me. The
well known poetess of Greece, the child of Santorini honored me
with title of Son of Greece, acknowledging my translation works of
Homer- Iliad, Odyssey, Epic cycle; Three Greek Tragedies written by
Sophocles, Euripides; The poems of Sappho, The Axion Esti by
Odysseus Elytis, Century of Love by Roula Pollard into Telugu
Language. I do remember my past visit to Greece and Santorini islands
vividly. From Athens to Warsaw, Poland is a flight on cloud nine.
There is one thing I like about the Poles—their language.
Polish, when it is spoken by intelligent people, puts me in ecstasy.
They hiss their long polychromatic words through tiny, sensual
mouths whose lips were as soft as geraniums.- ¯ Henry Miller..
When I reached Warsaw I was received by my friend Rafal
Jarnicki who showed me around Warsaw and I stayed at their cozy
home for a day relishing the Polish affection. His wife Isabella a poetess
of high caliber and her daughter is a gem of a girl in studies and songs.
Under the superb leadership of Ryszard Grajek the poetry festival was
a grand success. Alicja Kubreska, Anna, Renata Cygan and many more
friends treated me like a prince and showered me with gifts and
awards. In that colorful Festival my translation works of Polish poets
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were released amidst much fanfare and jubilation. As clear as the
Sun, Ten colored Rainbow, Alicja Kubreska’s Moments, Izabela
Zubko’s The Holy Trinity, and many more. Later Alicja Kubreska
translated my Casket of Vermilion into Polish language and published
it there.
This friendship has matured into a permanent one and in India
we- hosted a big Poetry Festival in September 2019, at Guntur and
Hyderabad in collaboration with GIPF of (Prof. Nagasuseela and Prof.
Gopichand) .
Indo-Italian, Indo- Greek, and Indo- Polish poetry friendship
groups are established by this tour and I was enriched in knowledge
by appreciating the ways of poets who represent the sentiments of
their people and culture.
Oh salty sea, how much of your salt is tears from Portugal?
- Fernando Pessoa
This was a family trip. A grand rainy tour in November, 2018,
in the lap of luxury we visited the captivating fairy-tale city of Lisbon
in its grandeur and wandered in the picturesque palaces and gardens
of lore. From Portugal to Spain the journey was a little drab but a
traveling poet has his own ways of keeping himself live.
As Ernest Hemingway put it“There is no nightlife in Spain. They stay up late but they
get up late. That is not nightlife. That is delaying the day.”
And we walked into many museums of Barcelona, we were
drenched in the magic of Picasso, Gaudi and other immortals and
learned a few steps of Flamenco Dance in one of the old grottoes of
Spain. The stay in Madrid was Plaza Santa Anna and I paid my respects
to my favorite poet Federico Garcia Lorca and walked for a while in
the Literary Quarter with the memories illuminated by Miguel de
Cervantes, Luis de Gongura, Lopa de Vaga and other literary giants.
We had a dream walk of Tapas Wine Tour and a rendezvous with the
Invisibles of Madrid.
As Cristina Garcia Rodero says- “I tried to photograph the
mysterious, true and magical soul of popular Spain in all its
passion, love, humor, tenderness, rage, pain, in all its truth; and
the fullest and most intense moments in the lives of these
characters, as simple as they are irresistible, with all their inner
strength” –
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“Travel isn’t always pretty. It isn’t always comfortable.
Sometimes it hurts, it even breaks your heart. But that’s okay.
The journey changes you; it should change you. It leaves marks
on your memory, on your consciousness, on your heart, and on
your body. You take something with you. Hopefully, you leave
something good behind.” – Anthony Bourdain
Italy - the Italian Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana is a
countr y consisting of a peninsula delimited by the Alps and
surrounded by several islands. Italy is located in south-central Europe,
and is considered part of western Europe. A unitary parliamentary
republic with Rome as its capital, the country covers a total area of
301,340 km2 (116,350 sq mi) and shares land borders with France,
Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, and the enclaved microstates of Vatican
City and San Marino. Italy has a territorial enclave in Switzerland
(Campione) and a maritime exclave in Tunisian waters (Lampedusa).
With around 60 million inhabitants, Italy is the third-most populous
member state of the European Union.
Taranto is a coastal city in Apulia, Southern Italy. It is the capital
of the Province of Taranto and is an important commercial port as
well as the main Italian naval base. Taranto was founded by the
Spartans in the 8th centur y BC. During the period of Greek
colonization on the coasts of Southern Italy, the city was among the
most important in Magna Graecia and it became a cultural, economic
and military power, which gave birth to philosophers, strategists,
writers and athletes, such as Archytas, Aristoxenus, Livius Andronicus,
Heracleides, Iccus, Cleinias, Leonidas, Lysis, and Sosibius.
Alberobello - literally “beautiful tree”; is a small town and
comune of the Metropolitan City of Bari, Apulia, southern Italy. It has
10,735 inhabitants and is famous for its unique trullo buildings.
The trulli of Alberobello have been designated as a UNESCO World
Heritage site since 1996.
Greece, officially the Hellenic Republic, known also as Hellas,
is a countr y located in Southeast Europe. Its population is
approximately 10.7 million as of 2018; Athens, the nation’s capital, is
its largest city, followed by Thessaloniki. Greece is considered the
cradle of Western civilization, being the birthplace of democracy,
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Western philosophy, Western literature, historiography, political
science, major scientific and mathematical principles, Western
drama and the Olympic Games.
Athens is the capital and largest city of Greece. Athens
dominates the Attica region and is one of the world’s oldest cities,
with its recorded history spanning over 3,400 years and its earliest
human presence started somewhere between the 11th and 7th
millennium BC. Classical Athens was a powerful city-state. A center
for the arts, learning and philosophy, home of Plato’s Academy and
Aristotle’s Lyceum, it is widely referred to as the cradle of Western
civilization and the birthplace of democracy, largely because of its
cultural and political impact on the European continent, and in
particular the Romans. In modern times, Athens is a large
cosmopolitan metropolis and central to economic, financial,
industrial, maritime, political and cultural life in Greece. Athens is a
Beta global city according to the Globalization and World Cities
Research Network, and is one of the biggest economic centers
in southeastern Europe. It has a large financial sector, and its
port Piraeus is both the largest passenger port in Europe, and the
second largest in the world.
Poland - the Republic of Poland , is a country located
in Central Europe. It is divided into 16 administrative provinces,
covering an area of 312,696 square kilometres (120,733 sq mi), and
has a largely temperate seasonal climate. With a population of nearly
38.5 million people, Poland is the fifth most populous member state
of the European Union. Poland’s capital and largest metropolis is
Warsaw. Other major cities include Kraków, Lódz, Wroclaw Poznañ,
Gdañsk, and Szczecin. Poland is bordered by the Baltic Sea, Lithuania,
and Russia’s Kaliningrad Oblast to the north, Belarus and Ukraine to
the east, Slovakia and the Czech Republic to the south, and Germany
to the west.
Warsaw is the capital and largest city of Poland. The metropolis
stands on the Vistula River in east-central Poland and its population
is officially estimated at 1.8 million residents within a greater
metropolitan area of 3.1 million residents, which makes Warsaw
the 7th most-populous capital city in the European Union. The city
limits cover 517.24 square kilometres (199.71 sq mi), while the
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metropolitan area covers 6,100.43 square kilometres (2,355.39 sq mi).
Warsaw is an alpha- global city, a major international tourist
destination, and a significant cultural, political and economic hub. Its
historical Old Town was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Portugal - is a country located on the Iberian Peninsula, in
southwestern Europe. It is the westernmost sovereign state of
mainland Europe, being bordered to the west and south by the Atlantic
Ocean and to the north and east by Spain. Its territory also includes
the Atlantic archipelagos of the Azores and Madeira, both autonomous
regions with their own regional governments. The official and national
language is Portuguese. The word Portugal derives from the RomanCeltic place name Portus Cale; an ethnonym derived from the Castro
people, also known as the Callaeci, Gallaeci or Gallaecia, who
occupied the north-west of the Iberian Peninsula. The names Cale
and Callaici are the origin of today’s Gaia and Galicia.
Another theory proposes that Cale or Calle is a derivation of
the Celtic word for port, like the Irish caladh or Scottish Gaelic cala.
Another theory has it that Cala was the name of a Celtic goddess
(drawing a comparison with the Gaelic Cailleach a supernatural hag.
Lisbon- is the capital and the largest city of Portugal, with
an estimated population of 505,526 within its administrative limits in
an area of 100.05 km. Lisbon’s urban area extends beyond the city’s
administrative limits with a population of around 2.8 million people,
being the 10th-most populous urban area in the European
Union. About 3 million people live in the Lisbon metropolitan area,
which represents approximately 27% of the country’s population. It
is mainland Europe’s westernmost capital city and the only one along
the Atlantic coast. Lisbon lies in the western Iberian Peninsula on
the Atlantic Ocean and the River Tagus. The westernmost portions
of its metro area, the Portuguese Riviera, form the westernmost point
of Continental Europe, culminating at Cabo da Roca a supposedly
Phoenician term Alis-Ubo, meaning “safe harbour”.
Spain- the Kingdom of Spain is a country in Southwestern
Europe with some pockets of territory across the Strait of Gibraltar and
the Atlantic Ocean. Its continental European territory is situated on
the Iberian Peninsula. Its territory also includes two archipelagos:
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the Canary Islands off the coast of North Africa, and the Balearic
Islands in the Mediterranean Sea. The origins of the Roman name
Hispania, and the modern España, are uncertain, although the
Phoenicians and Carthaginians referred to the region as Spania,
therefore the most widely accepted etymology is a SemiticPhoenician one.
Madrid –(“water stream”) is the capital and most-populous
city of Spain. The city has almost 3.3 million inhabitants and
a metropolitan area population of approximately 6.5 million. It is
the second-largest city in the European Union (EU), surpassed only
by Berlin, and its monocentric metropolitan area is the secondlargest in the EU, surpassed only by Paris. The municipality covers
604.3 km2 (233.3 sq mi).
Barcelona- is a city on the coast of northeastern Spain. It is
the capital and largest city of the autonomous community of Catalonia,
as well as the second most populous municipality of Spain. With a
population of 1.6 million within city limits
✲✲✲✲✲

Taranto & Harbor from ISS 2017
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With Saverio Sinopoli and Maria Miraglia

Receiving Neruda Award (6-10-2018)
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Alberobello

With the Mayor of Alberobello
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Prasad - Saverio in Alberobello

The Parthenon in Athens
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With Roula Pollard in Athens

Blue-dome-Santorini

With Roula Pollard and friends
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Poland - Castle Square

Prasad in poland
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Prasad in poland (15-10-2018)

Prasad with Ryszard Grajek
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Queluz Palace - Lisbon - Portugal - the famous Fountain of Neptune.

Hill Park of Pena - Portugal (18-11-2018)
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Madrid - Plaza Santa Anna - Lorca Statue

Frederic Garcia Lorca
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Barcelona (22-11-2018)

Sagrada Familia - Barcelona
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POETRAVELOGUE - ITALY
1. Prasadorlando in love
O poetrangelica! In search of your roots and in
quest of your serene love,
I travelled near and far, from coast to coast and
poles below and above!
In Africa I tasted the ancient waters and in
Norwegian fjords I sipped a drop of mead,
In Philippines I found a rejuvenating water-fall, in
Manas Sarovar the divine deed!
On a flying horse I followed you every where with
waving words,
You were so elusive I missed you in the
enchanting land of rewards,
Where you drank the waters of peace but loved
Rinaldo one of our bards,
That guy loved world wars and gave a slip to you
in search of bloody awards!
Understanding you is standing under the trellis of
emotions in mystic Muse’s test,
All the abbreviations of life’s images sink in
metaphorical offers to glow their best!
As a priest and devotee at your holy altar I offer
myself as a sacrificial iambic lamb,
Let Charlemagne or Louis fight or pagans with
non-believers but I love you aplomb!
O my dearest one! Let giants and dwarfs quarrel
for the laurels and immortality,
Bless me with your attention in unravelling the
mysteries of life in their versatility!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. The Boutique of Etihad!
In the turbulent midair I browsed through the book
of Etihad boutique,
One millilitre four dollar scents made page by page
a fascinating queue,
Made me very happy that I know more about many
brands even my daughter,
Herself a fashion designer may not be knowing this
many brands hereafter!
Let me start with Roja Dove who can identify
800 different fragrances,
Blondfolded, roses, jasmine, amber gris all natural
that makes you go in dances,
And Creed’s hand made perfumes of Morocco
roses, Florentine irises
Indian tuberoses all worth of gold their weight,
armani prive, Gucci sunrises,
Tom Ford if you can afford, Lancome, Cartier,
Hermes, Bulgari, Prada sheen,
Then comes the lip kissers Cacharel, here is
Versace pour femme, Calvin Klein,
Montblanc, Coach, Dunhill, Dolce & Gabbana, Here
is the beauty edit Revlon,
Benefit, Govenchy, Beauty de Cell, La Mer, Kiehl’s,
Talika for eyebrows, Alpha and so on!
The objects of desire Swarovski, infinity& co, Fierro,
Furla, Aigner, pierre Cardin,
For the sun seekers it is play time, learning time in
flight for every one sans much din!
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. ‘Anche I Muri Hanno Orecchie’
‘Walls have ears’-said my friend entering the
smoking zone,
After Abu Dhabi fiasco I was a bit careful about
spending tone,
Afterall you live only once unlike the cats that have
lives nine,
At Roma I behaved like a Roman and roamed in
the sea of wine.
The airport was fascinating but the security checks
were intimidating,
The flight to Brindsi was late by one hour and it
was like a bit rain dating!
The great Saverio Sinopoli was waiting and waiting
in his trademark smile,
We both travelled in his car to Taranto and
reached Relais Histo San Pietro in style.
A high level five star hotel snugged alive but alone
in a large olive garden,
A former Roman villa and monastery on the
territory of the old Taras as warden,
Staying in a luxury spa hotel, la Basilica of
XI century A.C. with massive columns
And the frescoed hall and the remains of an
ancient Roman aqueduct saying hymns,
What else can you expect except joy in indulging
the ancient Roman baths,
It is sheer poetry when you spend time with Maria,
Saverio and Malaka in converging paths!
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. NON C’E AMORE PIU SINCERO DI
QUELLO PER IL CIBO
Bernard Shaw once said- 'There is no love sincerer
than the love of food’Yes! Stomach is the gateway to the heart and mind
while journeying good,
For lunch we made a few miles drive in
crisscrossing and reached la Paranza,
This fisherman’s boat is just opposite the little sea in
style and splendor extravaganza!
Taranto is a city of two seas a little and a big sea
almost sleepy in pouring rain,
The cafe was crowded, we were welcomed to a
corner table with a bottle of white wine,
The host asked me to taste the fine wine I did it
with aplomb, a few drops on my lips,
Sipping them in slow motion on to the tip of tongue,
sides and palate in little slips,
The wine was divine with bubbles breaking on my
taste buds like waves on seashore,
I just closed my eyes and heard its music
mellifluous chanting deep verses of lore,
There on the table appeared an assort of sea foods
from the chef ’s cornucopia,
Salmon fish, prawns, mussels, a bit of octopus and
salad of cuisine utopia!
Apart from the spring water I drained a few glasses
of wine to squash the food in,
The final shot of local bitter red wine to the
Espresso coffee was the ultimate spin!
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. SPA - Sanus Per Aquam
‘Health through water ‘is an ancient concept
prevalent in the world all over,
People throng to these places in quest of restoring
health, to gain youth forever,
To attain immortality and sometimes to be out of a
powerful sin or curse,
A pilgrimage to hot water mineral rich lakes or
springs to bathe and reimburse,
The summum bonum of the past deeds and to have
a fresh start rejuvenated,
Like migrating birds and butterflies, like salmon fish
into the places venerated;
We poets to go places in search of poetry springs to
bathe and reclaim ourselves,
In new light of thoughts and warm our mutual love
and friendships like elves!
In Relais Histo spa the detoxing is done with dead
sea salts as in a fable or story,
In the essesnces of pepper, sweet orange, lavender,
marjoram, myrrh and rosemary,
Or near the fire cave, the precious Aleppo soap,
argon oil massage with desert gold,
Or Rituale Tibetano a great massage with warm
Himalayan stones in a fine linen fold!
All these steam sea Turkish baths, osmotic mud
packs, hot water jets and massages,
To rejuvenate the sagging body mind and spirits in
the confluence of artists and poet sages!
✲✲✲✲✲
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6. Breakfast at Relais Histo
I keep myself a bit starved at night to have a bright
dreamy morning shares
Or else the creatures we eat at dinner may invade
in sleep riding on nightmares,
I had a full half an hour hot water jet bath that took
away the jetlog scares,
Dressed to kill in thermals and formals in layers
I stepped into the morning cares!
The breakfast started with green juice that had fresh
fruits and vegetables,
Then I preferred an omlette with all works and
assorted breads on tables,
A few glasses of orange juice with bites of grapes,
watermelon and peaches,
A final touch with strong espresso coffee did the
trick of taste it preaches!
It was a rainy day in Taranto, the film crew was with
us in their savy talk and stand,
Yesterday them filmed a few scenes in the
expensive yacht anchored in mare Grand!
Since it is a spa house the food has many
embedded formulas of health in hand!
The little strong coffee snapped my nerve cells into
vortices of strong energy strand!
It is a big day for me receiving the Neruda award,
his poems I have translated,
Dreams do come true if one works with passion,
sail in right path properly slated!
✲✲✲✲✲
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7. Neruda Award
Pablo Neruda! O my guiding star in the poetry sky!
Perhaps not to be
Is to be without your ray of light, then how can I
traverse this soul less sea?
Like a burning sapphire blue flower you have
kindled fire in my heart, you see,
I can not see the icebergs and reach the shore safe
and sound and with glee!
When I was in my dugout no one believed that
I survive the huge tides,
The glowing origin of love prose with light poetry
mosaic in literary rides,
In the end, your being, your presence in my
essence brought a few lovely brides,
Suddenly, inspiringly, with intese incisive pun in my
words I reached far and wides.
It follows the blazing fire in your tone, the razing
storm in love songs infinite,
Your signature tune is evident in my finite diction
and style of rowing definite,
Because I follow you so I am what I am, and your
eternal flow flows as it is,
And the love is love you taught me and because of
love, we will flow with ease!
Perhaps to be is to be with you and with you going
with me I am where I am!
This award is a reward that wards me off the evils
of pride and prejudice storm!
(Thank you Maria Miraglia and Saverio Sinopoli for this honour)
✲✲✲✲✲
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8. Thanks Giving Day
In an ancient basilica we all gathered like pilgrims
and friars in glory,
The high vault and the string squared columns told
their sacred story,
Aquilla carved in wood was majestic and like a
protective talisman of history,
The chairs and podium were shining in sapphire
blue with all precious reverie!
An young team with world famous guitarist played a
few tunes of welcome,
Then my poem translated by Maria Miraglia into
Italian was sung in style awesome,
In my native dress of Telugu land I tried to be
aTarantean in Taranto resonance,
Italian of the East my lingua franca Telugu got
applause from the great audience!
Malak Soufia addressed the gathering about Syrian
children and their plight
Antonio Uricchio, Rocky Malatesta, Luca Sinopoli,
Salvatore Vitello in lime light
Francesco Ricci, Stefania Ressa, Vittoria Nunnari
were honoured for their excellence
Sala Dipartimento Joniko Uniba of Taranto has
reverberated with bravo prevalence!
Paola Sinopoli, Angela, Pino Forresu, Pinar Bolognini
& Massimo Sermon with passion
And our doctor Andrea Masciandaro in kindness
and glory blessed the occassion!
(Gratitude to Maria Miraglia and Saverio Sinopoli and to other great
friends, and the most lovely audience who assessed us in silence)
✲✲✲✲✲
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9. Trolls under Poetrolley
Most of the poets are just like the children in
neverland,
They wander in their own dream worlds of self
appraisal sand,
Burying their heads like big ostrich birds in
proverbial peace brand,
Unwary of the predators lifting away their poetic
eggs in manners ill grand!
In the mewing infant stage a poet has the assistance
of muse in her divine grace,
When he is a school boy Hermes guides him into
the novelties of poetry race,
As a teenager he seeks asylum in Cupid and darts
arrows dipped in love poison,
As an adult his ego makes him Zeus like and begins
bosssing beyond reason,
In middle age he or she starts judging others with
his or her own balance,
In geriatic age more than writing poetry he likes a
world of honours in trance,
At every stage trolls of his time hiding under trolleys
try to break his fine dance,
The passion of poet may take him towards cross or
more attractive hell chance!
Beware o child of muse! The whisper of that snake
has the aroma of sulphur,
His trolls and wenches can destabilize you with
sweet vapour and let you suffer!
✲✲✲✲✲
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10. The Road to Relais Histo
And we roamed in one of the most talked about
amazing towns in the world,
‘Alberobello’- the wild oak town famous for its doll’s
houses in all serenly hurled,
In a breathtaking scenery, with traditional trulli conical shaped stone dwellings,
On a rocky ground with walls thicker and a conical
roof of flat stone layered filings,
Capped by a keystone with decoration and the roof
is covered by ‘chiancarelle’ pieces,
Of thin limestone sheets, like the houses in HarranTurkey mentioned in the Genesis;
Lord Mayor of this lithe town was a man endowed
with good manners, greeted us,
We bowed before his humbleness, received gifts
and an invitation not to miss!
We bid him good bye and wandered in that white
town looking joyful in festivities,
Many tourist groups from far away lands of Korea,
Japan were in shopping activities,
We had a sumptous lunch with lasagna and locally
brewed strong wines,
With memories of a lifetime we drove back to
Taranto while the sun still rises & shines!
The road to Relais Histo spa hotel has many stories
to tell to the inspired,
The centuries old olive trees whisper million fables
when body and soul are fired!
(to Maria Miraglia and Saverio Sinopoli with love
and affection unlimited)
✲✲✲✲✲
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11. On the way to Brindsi
Someone sprinkled pure gold dust a bit
The sun was on his way to sky summit
Apollo is the poet of poets do submit
Verses of light to our universe as they fit
The nymphs of olives were in whispers
The gnomes of rock caves spill vapours
There is that Apulian song that pours
The melodies of past on silver fog spores
The dinner at Nautilus was a grand event
Last night lasted till zero hours in solvent
Of many wines and subjects of sea scent
The slice of birthday cake was coruscant
There is always tomorrow to meet again!
In the log book of life and love, we always gain!
(Dedicated to Paola, Luco, Maria Miraglia and Saverio Sinopoli)
✲✲✲✲✲
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12. Walking through Twin Rainbow
Bridge
The east lamp is in its illumination best,
The car was speeding to airport very fast,
The clouds on the west are smiling in jest,
Just then I saw the miracle in the west nest
It was the twin rainbow from end to end,
So coruscant it is in vibgyor colors trend,
All the kingfishers wings shining to ascend,
It is the magnificence and gift at life’s bend.
At first that rainbow bridge was in front,
Under it I journeyed to the airport front,
By the time I arrived, to my behind it went,
Sure I bathed myself in its beauty current.
‘Luck favors the brave’ they say in uni-tone,
May be they are right, like the writing on stone!
✲✲✲✲✲
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13. The Song of Solitude
And they burnt their lonely hearts
In the flames of memories in parts
The incinerator was as big as the desert
They burnt the oases into ashes resort
All these romances we often sport
Die as soon as they sprout
Somewhere a dormant seed dreams
About the land of love with streams
Walking on directions opposite
Do you think they will ever meet and sit,
On that worn out bench of time site
And whisper sweet nothings in transit?
All these vows we often cry loud
Dry as soon as they become cloud
Somewhere a little nimbus carries tears
To whet the thirst of a seed in fears
So they were going on journey uncertain
Do you think they can lift the misty curtain?
Watch the passports in their hands plain,
Different destinations do they not explain?
All those hugs and kisses we often tried
Sigh as soon as we become ego fried!
Somewhere a little bird sings unspied
To greet the spring long long ago died!
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So we decided to burnt the visas of offence
Do you think we can cross the thorn fence?
Catch the kisses we threw into the defense
But the tears were still red of past offence!
All these ciao, bye bye, cyanora and see you
Melt high as soon as you decide to be blue!
A big sigh propels life as we walk sans clue
May be in another love port we meet on the line we drew!
✲✲✲✲✲
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POETRAVELOGUE - GREECE
1. Parthenon to Airotel
Under the rainbow bridge I understood
a common myth,
The dreams you chase may be the realities you
dream while you writhe,
The near sleepy Brindsi airport had a clean shower
with petrichor breath,
The flight had no thirteenth row and the superstition
was powered by science death!
From Brindsi to Roma and Roma ro Athens was
Alitalia on wings,
By the time we reached Greece, Apollo was still
smiling amidst cloudlings,
The taxi moved like swift a few inches above the
ground on invisible springs,
Athens was bubbling with activity unlike the sleepy
Taranto or Brindsi in slings!
In the narrow lanes of Athens the chariot driver
made a few free rounds,
I reached the hotel almost sleepy then the receptionist
told me a story on slippery grounds,
I was shifted from Parthenon to Airotel with a
promise of upgradation
And a free dinner and so it was done with style and
commendation!
The suite was really sweet and before embracing
the angel of sleep,
I had a sumptous dinner with greek salad, juicy
steak and chocolate mousse steep!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. Wakeup call at 6 a.m.
from Athena
Then i said-’ you have no right to give me this
splitting headache,
It happened once and they had to break the head of
the great god Zeus like cake
To deliver you out o Athena! Bless me with intellect
and let me forsake
All my ego to learn a few secrets from you, Apollo
and muses nine in sleep and wake!’She smiled and the moonlight spread like golden
dust in the starry night,
-’why do you come all the way from the land of
Indra-Deus with bright light,
Where ancient deities and demons fight with zeal
like our own pantheon might,
You are as paganistic as us and we can share the
scriptures in illumination right’Look at me and my Athenians, the proud race with
sculpted manners,
Yes! You can mingle with them and gain wisdom
and suitable honours!’So I replied-’ o goddess of mind and wisdom! But
you are the goddess of war!
Isn’t war the root cause of tears and blood that
stained the lands with melancholy scar?’Again she smiled with compassion- 'to know the
answer go and find,
The first olive tree I planted to claim this city as
mine with open mind!’✲✲✲✲✲
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3. O Live Tree of Ages!
O Olive Tree!
From the scriptless ages to the scriptures
Your allegiance to man is in time’s pictures
O nourisher of body and mind structures
You are un pareil in legacies sans strictures
Where are you o ancient tree of wisdom?
O Olive tree! You saved us from ill-doom!
The favorite of Patron goddess Athena,
You are our guide to healthy life & nirvana!
With silver green leaves and teardrop fruits,
Rusty trunk, countless branches and roots,
Living from ages, a life span of centuries
What victories and failures of past histories
Recorded in your silent sighs and wheezes
If only we can decode, to walk the mazes,
The truths and fables of history in pages
It would have been the truth in real breezes
Whenever I look at you I look into myself
I will emulate everyday in this world shelf
taking a leaf from you to be fruitful and help
And make myself useful in literary pulp!
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. Jacuzzi Bath and
Dizzy dream path
This is what they say chasing rainbows,
Courtesy paid with suite and jacuzzi flows
A complementary dinner with wine blows
And a sound sleep undercover in bellows!
From a gulp of heavenly bitter espresso
To a mug of hot black greek coffee show
The Italian love and greek agape is how
They converge and diverge is not so and so
The biological clock woke me on time dot
I slipped into the tub like a newborn tot
Filling it with hotwater and adding gel shot
Pressed the jacuzzi button for onslaught
Six water jets hit the joints and muscles
Sinews received hot and cold drizzles
A feeling of heavenly joy that puzzles
You often, how these luxuries sizzles!
The unseen arms of sleep hugged me
I went into the neverland of Do re mi..
The sea was singing a lulaby like enemy
I saw Valkyries and woke up dreamy
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May be baths and wines are dangerous
In combination they may be amorous
But the aftertastes linger long sonorous
And a bit of caution saves life vigorous
And then the breakfast in cafe Airotel
A platter of fruits and biscuits to tell
A bottle of tasty grape juice in its spell
A peach that preached the tastes well
Now a hilarious journey to Parthenon
Aris and Socrates helped me at reception
In a world of fakes and masks of deception
Here and there we find friends of real canon!
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. How to spend Euros like Zeores
‘Easy comes easy goes’- they say is true
Like red wine and Indian peanuts in truce
I swallowed a pint in poetic moody blue
And I am now like that spider and Bruce
I Went to the Acropolis area for souvenirs
A mother with a suckling child, foreigners
Asking for alms in a state of deprivation
Where is that world of anti- starvation?
I see the stamp of refugee on their faces
And the scars of hunger in little traces
Yesterday in a solitary park two Africans
Their cell phone is not reaching food cans!
You know the truth and nature’s abundance
We allow our own to do the death dance,
What will you do in this moment of chance
Where you are still free but to new nuance!
In a tourist place it has sentimental values
You purchase and they sell nothing in dues
You will understand that facet of god Zeus
Your ego crumbles away like early dews!
When you make decisions on impulse
Euros loses their value as Eros on repulse
They slip into the corners of open purse
Lose them anytime but wine, no reimburse!
Soul is such a stupid thing it cries in shell
But body suffers for its noise grew swell
Mind decides about the ringing of any bell
Then body follows to heaven or neo hell!
✲✲✲✲✲
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6. 750ml of Red Wine,
And Two Peaches
What can you preach when they go in?
Like a tired traveler enters a lonely inn!
A bottle of red wine is what doctor ordered
And it is the same the inside poet bartered
A packet of Almond house ground nuts
And a kiwi fruit and two peaches in sonnets
An extraordinary meeting in hotel hornets
With friends from Greece in friendship nets
What can you say when wine reaches in,
The sin city and wakes up your animal kin?
Can you control the demon with moral skin
And let you live in imaginary mansion spin?
A racket of inside urge make you lose nuts
A cultured sense stops you blowing guts
A sensual encounter recalls romantic cuts
A legend of youth silences your mind huts
The glass is as empty as the olive orchard
A lone pillar at Acropolis is looking charred
The memories are still fresh in stone hard
Like the graffiti of lovers on greeting card!
Morpheus started pulling my eyelid doors
The last drop of red wine is at the lip cores
What is this love for poetry or life at stores
Let us know from shells on the sand shores
✲✲✲✲✲
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7. Sunlight at Midnight
The last man was walking
He was lost
The lost man was talking
Talking to himself
When he was jogging, running, sprinting, flying, falling
he never looked back,
Now he is walking
Walking sooo slowly slower than the snails he ate
Walking so slowly slower than his lost morals he did hate
The last man was walking
Leaving behind the civilization he built
The lost man was talking
Nobody is there to hear his exploits, inventions,
discoveries and destruction
He was lost and talking
He was talking about war, thousand ships, a girl born
from egg and his odyssey
And his dog that recognized him and died
Dogs won’t die
They are faithful
The last man was walking
He never looked back
One by one his followers were falling dead
Dodo birds, pigeons, butterflies, tigers, elephants,
chimps, monkeys all did extinct.
His wife, brothers one by one all dead
He was walking talking to himself
On the top of a summit
He thought he was alone
Then he saw the dog
Dogs won’t die
They are faithful
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The last man was walking
He was lost so talking to himself
No use of cell phones, laptops, computers, missiles now
No ringtones to give a jolt or to receive
Before he lost he took bath in civilization tub with hot
and cold thought waters
The soap bubbles burst like the towers of Babel in unicode
Eureka! I found the answer and question
Bath tubs do the tricks
Now if I press that button all living beings
will die to be recreated afresh
If I press this button every thing bites dust and become dust
He pressed this button
So he was alone
He was lost
Not his dog
On the summit was the dogs heaven
Dog God looked at the man
He hated the two legged walker
-’What happened to your tale?’-Dog god asked wagging his tail.
-’The tale of civilization!’Man did not reply
He lost his answers
And of course his cell phone
He looked at the dogs heaven
And all are happy and barking songs
May be dog poetry
-’ Canine canon is most advanced’- said the Dog God.it is reverse unlike your verse and universe’Here dogs hell and heaven are both the same
But we keep cruel men in dog houses till they die
When the last man dies there will be resurrection
Not of man
But all the animals before him
And so it happened
After the last man’s walk!
✲✲✲✲✲
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8. A few wine verses
Cats and dogs don’t make rain
Grapes does when crushed to pain
She came out of her bath like golden grain
Archimedes saw her in his thought train
You can kiss her when she is in your glass
Hug her when she is hot in her nude class
Her fiery lips will singe your energy mass
Einstein’s relativity fails with that lass!
Your tip of tongue searches for lips
The red wine slips in torrential slips
There must be a jug to be filled for sips
Pythagorus triangle has equation strips
In between bottle and glass is the hell
In between lip and cup is the wine well
When her lips closes in French swell
Hero’s fine inventions rings no bell!
She swims in my cup in nude chokes
Sinks in me slowly with back strokes
This end to that end her laps cloaks
Cupid’s heart too sighs and croaks
Under covers her embrace was a furnace
Every movement is a flaming car menace
Each drop of that red wine is a sexy grace
Bacchus blesses you victory in that race!
✲✲✲✲✲
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9. The footsteps of those
ancient poets
Here in the birth place of true democracy
Walked the poets, philosophers, sculptors
Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Plato
Pheidias, Thucydides, Socrates, Xenophon
Here the seagod Poseidon struck his trident
There appeared the sea water well in that dent
But Athena planted the first olive tree in amity
Gods declared her as victor and her name to the city
Here walked the kings and rulers in their regalia,
staff and star
Kekrops, Pandion, Erechtheus, Aegeus and
Theseus the slayer of minotaur
It was Solon who found Boule of the
four hundred and Ekklesia of Demos
Here at Marathon Miltiades vanquished the
gold-clad army of Persian Darius!
After a decade Persian ruler Xerxes
destroyed Athens and Acropolis,
But from the top of mount Aigaleo he watched
his fleet destroyed at Salamis
Here thundered and lightened, touched the
emotions of all Hellas,-the great Pericles
The golden age of Athens, the construction of
monuments in magnificence
✲✲✲✲✲
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10. Following their footsteps
It was the fifth century before christ the axis
and cradles of civilization in full swing,
Near all the major rivers of the world the trees of
arts and philosophy were blooming,
Egypt, China, India and Greece were the fertile
grounds for new thought ring!
Many religions were finding new seeds sprouting
in neo-illuminative bing wing!
Anaxagorous, Socrates, Herodotus,Thucydides,
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides,
Brought philosophy, history and dramatic poetry
into new horizons and tides!
After the day light came the night shade,
Roman Sulla sacked Piraeus & Athens,
But Hadrian and Herodes Atticus respected the
city and its citizens!
In 1834 as the capital of the independent greek state
with just 200 houses,
And Acropolis in ruins the city Athens grew rapidly
into a megacity of eminence!
Akro is the highest point and polis is the city
so all greek cities have citadels,
The goddess of wisdom, crafts and peace and
Athena the protectress leads in battles.
✲✲✲✲✲
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11. He walked with God
So he walked with god
For some time and invented talking
God left him there in his talk
Then man invented cell phone and invested himself in it
forgetting his walk.
Already God was out of sight
So he walked without god
Without thinking much
man looked into his Facebook and twittered into a blog
Liked commented and shared a few
not knowing that he was out of Eden
There a snake was giggling in myrth
It always followed him on earth
So he walked with Lucifer
He invented wars and invested in peace
He wrote morals and virtues
But practiced attractive sins
He descended a few more steps
Till the sulfur and phosphorus smells singed
his hair in stringent fire spells
Satan was afraid This man can make hell worse than any known
and unknown hellSo Devil kicked the man out of his pandemonium hall
So man now walks with himself
He may invent a few more manequins
He may clone himself to gods and satans
He may declare himself as the poet of the Universe
He may compile an anthology about humanity
which no one ever reads
And finally
He may write a poem on his own demise and
carve it on his own epitaph!
✲✲✲✲✲
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12. From the terrace of Santorini
Did you miss me O Atlantis and my cry of Minoan
majestic mantis?
What gigantic trident strike of God Poseidon made in
wrath or hubris,
On the altar of Aegean Sea swirled to and fro of a sleepy
volcanic caldera,
To cough, groan and uproot an old civilization into ash
and pumice of Thira?
A majestic archipelago, looks like some first bite
remnant of a giant doughnut pristine,
Is it God Zeus or Mother Nature that clothed gorgeous
Gaia with hornblende and olivine?
What tsunami hands of Sea God transformed the Kalliste,
and strongyle the most circular and beautiful marine,
Who gave you the name of the cathedral of Saint Irene of
Perissa, contracted into the lovely Santorini divine?
With agape and love we gape at the grape vines, white
marvelous dwellings and blue domes,
The crescent coruscant archipelago beams brilliant in
Apollo’s magnificent radiance reflecting homes,
Myriads of tourists mingle in a mêlée of mesmerizing
tongues and mystic magical musical montages,
Black sand beaches and deep blue waters, meadows clothed
in green verdant and golden yellow asters of ages,
Did Prometheus brought fire in the stalks of sesame and
gave it to his dear humans with love and affection?
Is the archipelago Santorini a gift or bane to the earth dwellers,
from gods or a warning to them in clear reflection?
(To Roula Pollard, the child of Santorini with love)
✲✲✲✲✲
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13. Sing to me of the gifts,
O Muses, you give.....
Aren’t we the Thamyris like poets made blind by the
nine Muses?
Why do we scurry in making obsolete things and
define abuses?
Aren’t we the descendents of poets that lauded the
mortal man as God?
Why do we succumb to the glitters of satanic nature
and revere the lump of clod?
When the divine power of Zeus paired with
memory were born Muses nine!
From the Helicon mount to the Olympus of gods,
they bustle to entertain divine!
When the winged horse Pegasus touched its hooves
to the ground on Helicon spine,
Bursts forth are four springs of arts divine, the
dwellings of Muses to refine!
With writing tablet and stylus Calliope carves Epic poetry,
The entire ancient to modern poets pick inspiration
from that archaic foundry and try;
Scrolls, books, carnets, laurel wreaths are the
properties of Clio,
History unfolds by her blessings and truth springs up
in upsurge flow;
Aulos, panpipes and flutes sing melodies with Euterpe,
Lyric poetry, music, songs flow in waves of strophe
and antistrophe;
When Cithara like lyres sizzle in the serene arms of Erato,
Love songs permeate the pristine evenings with
honey and pimento;
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With tragic mask, sword, club and kothornos
appears Melpomene,
Tears filled grief tears the curtains of joy and leaps
as Tragedy mega or mini;
An agricultural goddess behind veil and grapes in
hand Polyhymnia,
Ring the chimes and religious Hymns in the
precincts of holy temple area;
Lyre and plectrum emanating mellowing sounds, Terpischore
Scores the tranquil symphonies for Dance with
songs and encore!
Thalia with comic mask, shepherd’s crook and ivy wreath,
Brings back the joy and Comedy on to the stage
with batted breath;
With globe and compass, Urania looks into the
horizons and firmament,
Presides over Astronomy, predicts the stars and
planets position and movement;
Such are the powers of the Muses; they bless us
with many arts of entertainment,
With arrogance we challenge them and lose the
gifts and suffer in disenchantment!
Are we the Thamyris like poets made blind by the
nine Muses?
Why do we scurry in making obsolete things and
refine abuses?
Are we the descendents of poets that lauded the
rich man as God?
Why do we succumb to the glitters of satanic nature
and revere the lump of clod?
✲✲✲✲✲
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14. And Athena competed here
with Poseidon.......
He thundered and laughed and his mighty trident hit
the innard matters,
of an adamantine rock, it caved in and burst out a
spring of pristine waters,
Amazed they sat in silence and watched her slowly
sowing a seed and presto!
It grew and grew to become the great olive tree and
she won the city in gusto!
Olive oil won a city for Athena thwarting the salt
waters of Poseidon,
One of the oldest maidens of the world she dons the
violet dress on!
From her womb was born the child of democracy
and she rocked
The cradle of Western civilization and was called as
the educator of the world!
When the ancient gods went into oblivion, Homer left
some legacy samples,
Gods and super humans lived again, in the wood,
rock images, and temples!
Under Cyclopean walls, Lion gates, the city of the
violet crown became the glorious one!
That attracted Persians feet and fleet to violate the
modesty of the noblest maiden!
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Herodotus,
Thucydides, Hippocrates, Socrates
And Pericles, dawned the golden era, Parthenon
towered the heights of Acropolis,
Romans roamed, crusades cruised, Ottomans utterly
crushed, the city declined!
Then came one Thomas Bruce the Earl of Elgin,
Panel by panel he removed and lined
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Them to his house-, O Parthenon Frieze, O temples of
Athena Nike and Erechtheum!
O Caryatids! Where is the palladion? What happened
to the salt well of Poseidon?
Where is the sacred olive tree of Athena? Who
opened the tomb of Atreus or Agamemnon?
What happened to the sacred snake of Athena? Who
spoiled the asbestos lychnia the lamp golden?
Every country’s ancient history suffered in the hands
of vandals and investigators!
More than the mysteries they have unraveled, many
of them did sacrilege at the altars!
✲✲✲✲✲
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15. The Song of Olive Tree!
O moria! On the amazing slopes and sanctity of Acropolis, how
Athena planted you and presented to the earthen lives,
From Oligocene to Great Crete Minoan civilization, O Oil tree, with a
gnarled and twisted trunk clothed with silvery green leaves,
Adorned with small white feathery flowers and oval pearls of
drupe- stone fruits crushed whole in the trapetum- oil
crushers of old,
The elaion, oleum or oil dedicated as an offering to Athena, anointing
the kings, to seasoning the cuisines of all known world,
In the Mediterranean basin, in the Fertile Crescent, in the Spartan
gymnasia, in the Egyptian tombs, the telltale evidence,
In the sacrificial offerings, medicines, ointments, soaps and cooking,
an essential commodity for Royals as well as commoners,
In bards poems and mural paintings, and symbolizing peace in the
beak of the biblical dove, in the seven branched Menorah,
In the garden of Gethsemane, on the Mount of Olives, in the land of
Israel, to hone Xoana- the cult figures, in the ancient amphora,
O long lived Ancient tree, under your branches Plato taught his
pupils philosophy, Odysseus crawled beneath,
The tree planted by Athenian tyrant Peisistratus, the Farga d Ario tree
of Vouves by Constantine the great that still survive and breath,
How many fables and legends you hide and transport from the
past to the future travelling through the present time sheath,
When the Persians burnt Athens and you, on the very day, O Tree of
Athena, you grew to the height of two cubits with strength,
When the Black stallion offered by the terrible god Poseidon neighed
and pawed and the god thundered war, glory and power,
The goddess of Wisdom Athena planted and you grew instantly into
olive tree you offered the people love and peace forever!
✲✲✲✲✲
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POETRAVELOGUE - POLAND
1. In search of a Fairy Tale
From the land of epics, Vedas, numbers and chess
A long journey to reach Poland in colorful pre winter dress
You have followed an ancient golden tress of a bess
Then you saw your eyes feasting on a fairy land in beauty no less!
The mountain ash tree with its pink berries was
like a mermaid dressed in corals,
The maple trees were like gorgeous village women
gathered in redyellowgreen murals
The wild apple tree is full of small apples like a clear
sky filled with infinite starlets,
The emerald green coniferous trees are whispering to
the nature’s winter outlets!
At a park fence small locks were placed as a
pledge of love by the lovers,
The old city of warsaw was rejuvenated from the
past grief and tear covers,
The highly decorated buildings in colors and shades
reflect sunshine like fresh flowers,
The spacious gardens, parks, paved roads, amber
jewellery shops and church towers
Enjoying a most tasty icecream like a lost man who
regained his childhood
I roamed in that fairyland with a friend leading the way,
o life is so good!'
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. I saw wars of the worlds
in Warsaw
In that fairyland now and then demons go and scar
the beauty with daggers,
Like every country they also have foes and friends
at borders in hurt lockers,
The traces of ghettoes and monuments for martyrs
hide tears in memory blockers,
When refugees come and go economical scale tilts
towards poverty and haggars!
Under the mountain ash tree and wild apple tree
I found the dropped fruits,
They looked like the crimson blood oozing bodies
lie dead in the past shoot out roots!
The Barbican old city gate ushers you into the old
walled city in its splendor,
Where artists paint and Chopin lives in the perennial
music and symphonies grandeur!
There the Royal castle stands majestically with its
grand Kubicki arcades,
The old town square with the statue of Warsaw
mermaid in light and shades
Mesmerizes you and a buggie with a big horse takes
you for a ride if you wish,
See the Cathedarl of St. John the baptist, and the
presidential palace if you cherish!
At the statue of the astronomer Copernicus Chopin
museum and Madam Curie building
I paid my respects with reverence to the city under
reconstruction in full swing!
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. In the Intercity Train
From Warsaw west station we boarded the Intercity train,
It is almost like bullet train speeding faster than the fast rain,
Almost like in a flight jet except it is moving on rails on earth grain,
The inhouse service is good and the seats are
comfortable with no space strain.
May be it is prewinter, trees are shedding their
golden yellow green leaves,
In the bright sunshine at noon the woods looked
pristine in amber yellow sleeves,
Somebody painted the deep blue sky with heaps of
cotton clouds in heaves,
I clicked a snap of a passing town with murals and
frescoes in centrifugal cleaves!
So the journey is into the emerald woods and
golden yellow leaves with coral buds,
The occassional houses often disfigures the nature’s
hues with stone and smoke beds
The parked cars look like colored boxes waiting for
life to run on ribbon roads,
This thirst for nature’s bounty will never end till we
reach the last stop on clouds.
My Muse is kind enough to lend me her wings to fly
to distant lands,
From Indus Telugu land to picturesque Poland it is
like odyssey on sea and sands!
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. I am in Big Zurek Polish Poetry Soup
Here I will preach you how to fall in Zurek poetry soup,
Like John the baptist I shall be announcing the
arrival of real pisces into loup,
It is very important to know how to prepare it
before jumping headlong in group,
So this is how you make and savour it with rye
breads and in logical coup!
What you need is Zakwas, the sour liquid prepared
from rye floor and bread crusts
In hot water along with cloves in love and garlic to
lip lick with a few bayleaves trust
Aha! Add all spice berries, there you are in the
poetry cup well boiled to be burst
And the poetry sour soup is ready for sour eyes and
we go further in boiling thirst!
If you have essays of Bacon add to polish sausage
one pound in imageries,
A few onions chopped and sliced carrot to parsnip
pieces and diced celeries,
Potatoes, marjoram, salt and pepper, grated horse
radish and cream for calories,
You wish you can add a few hard boiled eggs to
increase or decrease vagaries!
Simmering, boiling, garnishing and seasoning are
what poetry soup needs!
When you are in poetry soup or group slice your
egg or ego, attend the flour kneads!
(Thanks to Alicja Kuberska, Rafal and Izabel)
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. Are you ready?
O O O!
On the waves of seas
On the wings of bees
On the leaves of trees
Let us fly high
Are you ready?.....
O o o!
In the songs of birds
In the tongues of bards
In the hues of words
Let us go high
Are you ready?.... .
Ooo!
On the rays of sun
On the shine of moon
On the stars of horizon
Let us cross borders
Are you ready?......
O o o!
In the tears of screams
In the flowers of streams
In the colors of dreams
Let us embrace life
Are you ready?.....
O o o....
(An impromptu song in the festival)
✲✲✲✲✲
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6. I was a spoiled brat
In that beautiful festival Ryszard Grajek was in command,
He is a magician like the Rabbit in Alice in the wonderland!
Each day one angel was appointed as my guardian at hand,
So that I am not lost in the golden autumn of picturesque Poland!
In that Eureka hotel of wilamowice I was
Archimedes in disguise,
I started investigating the secrets of Polish charm
and cuisine wise,
Soups like zurek, samosa like piroquee, steaks and
wines so nice,
In belliful laughter and tireless dances it is the land
of love otherwise!
How do you fell in that dreamland where sky is so
blue in its pristine shine,
And land is draped with fallen leaves in the hues
of copper, silver, and golden,
All the trees and vines are dressed in their best
green, magenta and yellow autumn,
The wild apple trees, conifers, maples and ash
trees standing in majestic column,
Tell me how dou feel among the snowcups, roses, dahlias
and near many a mountain water stream,
Among haikus, dzein dobra greetings, poems
if you are a distinguished brat, in joy don’t you scream?
✲✲✲✲✲
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POETRAVELOGUE - PORTUGAL
1. Inflight insights
After a few quirky back-breaking winks in the
discomfort of awkward postures,
We woke up our brief sleep with fuming hot coffee
and lulled it in its raptures,
We greeted the Dubai morning sun in the twilight
zone’s silver mist captures,
And a few kilometers of morning walk to reach
our boarding gate in airport pastures
In the gastric bubble of an airship many Icarus and
Daedalus dreams,
And scores of Leonardi Da Vinci ideas fly high and
may collide in streams,
When the metallic bird zooms past over the seas
and lands amidst sun gleams,
The infallible time shrinks or expands in the time
zones of jetlag screams!
The fine tuned humbleness and polished smiles of
air hostesses and stewards
Offer some reassurance but the periodic turbulence brings heart Into throat wards
The breakfast and fruit juices seemed to have
some confrontation in dumping yards
I could hear a few grumblings and upsets making
sounds as dys-harmonic rewards!
It was a mission impossible task for me to control
the overpowering sleep,
More than that the food and drinks offered by the
air angels made my mood a forward leap!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. Lisbon in the evening tone!
Bem- vindo a Lisboa - welcome to Lisbon!
The capital city of Portugal,
With a blend of antiquity and modernity in
pleasant tones looked quite regal,
More than that it is her natural fragrance of deep
sea smell with Fado musical,
‘Until dawn’ memories walk like ancestors under
the shade of amber magical!
An ever changing kaleidoscope of time, art, music,
writing and architecture,
The frenzy of the Bohemian night life vying with
the traditional leisure culture,
Old memories persisting in continuity with the
new changes like graffiti and sculpture,
Delicious vapors of petiscos and port wines
working on the taste buds structure,
There goes the colorful tram-28 and the
labyrinthine streets of Alfama in murals,
The waters of Tagus river still have the foot prints
of stately caravels of past morals,
We see Vasco de gama and his sailors making
inroads into silk and spice lands,
The aromas of fresh fish, roses, rosemary sprigs
and roasted chestnuts in full hands,
Travel stimulates the imagination and the flavors of
Portuguese do the same!
There are innumerable feasts to the eyes and
senses that bring divinity to the game!
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. On 25th floor - Rooftop Dinner
(Lisbon)
So it started with a grand expectation on the
rooftop of Sheraton Hotel,
The table was neatly decorated with all the
glassware and silver cutlery total,
The lady Lisbon looked highly elegant and
gracious like a multicolor tinged pearl,
The spotless glass panes reflected the cozy moods
of connoisseurs mind swirl!
A glass of wine greeted us with rosy cheeks
bubbling pink sparkle spill,
A lamb, a cod fish, a few leafy vegetables in
porcelain ware looked roadkill,
An assortment of breads with butter and olive oil
supplements came in drill,
The chandelier with smokey lights started blinking
to add atmosphere a bit thrill!
At an earshot distance a piano tweaked a few old
and new tunes on silver lanes,
The codfish trilogy unfurled into A Salga- deiras,
wild asparagus migas pork loins,
Monaco style roasted lamb leg with juicy sauce
dashed on to the sizzling plates,
One by one the delicacies in three courses
disappeared into the gurgling pates!
The final finish with icecream and desserts was
delightful in its style and elegance,
The credit card screamed in a costly note when it
saw the bill at a close glance!
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. In the lap of luxury....
A customized tour gives opportunities ample to
explore the best,
The aristocratic finesse of Lisbon’s grand- eur is
enhanced by its preserved nest,
The labyrinthine streets of picturesque villages
with slopy magenta crest,
The breathtaking views of country sides and
hilltop forts in splendor test,
Like Queluz palace and its gardens renovated and
built by King Pedro third,
On the road to Sintra, twelve kilometers from
Lisbon, a great Portuguese palace,
With baroque, rococo and neoclassical elegance,
style and landscape grace,
Damask covered walls, velvet pelmets, carved
doors and tapestries un withered!
There on a hilltop park of Pena a barren land
transformed into an arboretum,
Portuguese romanticism in its integration of nature
with built heritage dictum.
The queen Dona Maria second, Artist-king
Ferdinando ll and the countess of Edla,
Built this palace with its watch towers, cloisters,
and rooms without a flaw!
Then there facing the troubled ocean the Cascais
town boasts best beaches,
A few albatrosses were surveying the ebb and flow
amidst the rock breaches!
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. The way to Vila Vita Park Hotel!
From Lisbon’s Sheraton to Algarve’s Vila vita park
hotel it was a rainy journey,
Nature works in mysterious ways to keep you in
place in its creative tourney!
All our greatest plans are put to test and remind us
our miniscule nature in its lap,
As we become humble it suddenly changes its
ferocious brace into serendipity clap!
The fall is in its last phase and the trees are showing their gold silver copper apparel,
The hills have emerald green hair falling into alleys
with rain streams, many a pearl!
The age old olive trees are chatting with wine
groves in windy waves nonpareil!
The angry ocean is throwing waves of disapproval
on the rocky subjects like an earl!
Last night’s Portuguese cuisine was burnt in the
five star rated gymnasium,
Hunger returned with vengeance and the homemade food was like from Elysium!
On the way a few local delicacies found their way
into never tired gastric Coliseum!
Fun filled antyakshari songs brought good old
memories back into life’s museum!
By the time we settled ourselves in the family
room it was again dinner time!
A dash to Portuguese winery and a clash with
culinary heritage is the winner’s rhyme!
✲✲✲✲✲
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POETRAVELOGUE - SPAIN
1. Barcelona Traffic Jam
It all started on the wrong foot at local Faro Airport
veiled in sunrise fog,
The airport is sleepy and looking grim like a
constipated pet dog,
The announcement has sounded like the Portuguese cockerel with adenoid drag,
A bottle of gin went to customs bin and our extra
bags attracted sixty euro penalty clog
We were pretty sure that it is starters only and
were expecting course main!
Then came the jolt that the plane to busy
Barcelona was overbooked online,
It was the time for palpitations and a few of us
started going in metaphysical lane,
With some Milton’s dialogues and Goethe’s
arguments we got our seats in that plane!
Because of that a bit of confusion in the placement
of bags in the cabin space,
The plane was in the clouds by the time we all
regained our peace and pace!
A few turbulent jerks in the air pockets made us
realize the earth’s greatness,
Some spectacular views in the sky at some extent
compensated that day’s meanness!
The cold tuna fish wrapped in omelet dress
needed a glass of wine to take in,
The final touch with a dessert was the hour long
traffic jam just near our inn!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. Barcelona Musings
Give me a rose dear! I love to glide with you
among correfocs, giants and castellas!
Let’s hold hands and go for Sardane dance with
other jolly fellows in amor villas!
There in the streets of Barcelona I looked for
your footprints
Bathed by a faint golden amber light, time has
etched our lovely sprints!
I call upon the Roman Barcino flanked by
Llobregat and Besos rivers,
There on the cloud kissed Collserola hills we left
our songs with young lovers,
In the placa Nova we eloped into Gothic Quarter
hand in hand in warm winter,
Every kiss I stole from you became a white goose
that roam in the cathedral cloister!
Hark! The decorative corbels in the Palau de la
generalitat calls for our attention,
Here we hugged one another so tight saint
George’s dragon tripped on its tension!
We became a part of the explosion of life in the
Catalonian Rambla street,
In the golondrina we sailed in the waters at
Christopher Columbus feet!
At the bulbous cross of casa Batllo we worked
with Gaudi the architect priest,
In the basilica of the Sagrada Familia we lived with
the passions of Jesus Christ!
(Give me a rose dear that blossomed on your lovely cheeks)
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. From Picasso to Gaudi to
Flamenco dance!
It was a fascinating journey traveling back on the
timeline of great artists,
Our morning walk from Melia Barcelona to
museum has many road twists,
A few fast cyclist riders balanced them -selves
before hitting us on wrists,
Narrowly we saved our insurance policies and
moved on to further conquests!
It was a wonderful stroll wandering among the
enchanting colors of Picasso,
It was as though we were walking with the young
Prodigie finessing his art show!
It was the torrent of human emotions he diverted
them Into fine cubic line flow!
It was simple charcoal but he brought out well the
human emotion spill in black glow
It was in the park Guell we liberated our souls free
in nature’s abundance,
There we saw Antonio Gaudi redesigning the
rocks into vivid mosaic dance,
Blending renaixanca and modernism in style he
brought out artistic trance,
The colorful dragon invites one in to the salon of
the hundred columns at a glance!
The glow of the tall Agbar tower, Rambla de les
flors perennial rush hour,
The human flow into the pla de la Boqueria makes
one a passionate Barcelona lover!
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. The Flamenco Experience
We gathered our weary feet into a grotto full to the
throat with spectators,
A guitar was delivering rustic tunes like the ancient
ektara’s vibrant reactors,
Then came the foot tapping dance with the human
factor as singers and actors,
Is the cry of human soul that comes out in
impromptu springing emotional factors!
The jondo is an appeal, a scream, a lament, a
bellyful of laughter or an outburst!
The songs of bygone era, the tragicomic episodes
of folklore and the angst,
The peeling of deep thrust emotions layer by layer
like the paintings in color thirst,
The pain is visible in elegant surrealistic
movements and fine foot tap gusto best!
The Palos of Flamenco are spontaneous call and
response of life’s seasons,
The rhythm is moody and magical stops of silent
gaps for absorbing reasons,
The performers improvise on everyday basis
seeking audience sacred silence,
The magic, the mystery, the excitement all- el
duende- an enchanting rare experience!
On the Tablo in a vaulted cave where natural
sounds reverberate in intimacy,
The Flamenco song and dance takes one into the
dreamland of haunting privacy!
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. The Barrio de Las Letras
(Literary Quarter)
I am one of the luckiest ones to wander in these
highly romantic surroundings,
Where once the greatest ones moved in
passionate literary serenadings;
Miguel de Cervantes, Luis de Gongura, Francisco
de Quevedo, Lopa de Vega,
And other giants in literature illuminated this
Quarter with their illustrious saga!
Reliving in the golden age of Spanish culture
imagining that Siglo de Oro,
Like Don Quixote and Sancho Pancha I was in
search of a few adventures in a row!
Once the sleepy sloping ravines are now the most
modern streets of Lavapies,
Where the purest essences of the city coalesced
with multicultural soul therapies,
There in that square of letters is standing another
mortal made immortal,
Who wandered with his gypsies singing the songs
of love and war and walking tall,
Oh the blessed one by the Muses, hated by the
jealous political opponents all,
In his hands a dove of hope, he is Federico Garcia
Lorca giving his clarion call!
Inspired by your romance Somnambulo I stretch
my sentences in strain,
The ancient tunes you gave me always make me
run in righteous train!
✲✲✲✲✲
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6. How to walk on Cloud-9 !
(Tapas wine tour)
On a resplendent sparkling wineglass a thin covertapas of bread or meat,
At every gourmet stop a tongue tingling, palate
touching, eye sizzling treat,
The aroma of classy wines enhanced by the
fragrance of olives and spices tweet,
The moonwalkers treading on the past history
lanes of Madrid go crazy offbeat!
It is like sampling bit by bit, bite by bite the tapas
ham or chorizo on bar hopping,
The strong flavors of garlic, paprika, cumin, salt,
pepper, saffron and olive oil topping,
And mariscos- anchovies, sardines, cod. mackerel
in tomato based sauces alluring,
A Cana beer, a chato wine, a mosto grape juice,
pinchos or banderillas for food firing,
You walk at nine o clock night awakening the
dreamy tastebuds for alien tastes,
Calamares a la romana, pimentos de padron,
papas arrugadas, tortilla omelets,
Anchovy filled olives, meatballs, squids, eggs,
added to wine tasting in cafe outlets,
Appearance, aroma, alround sensations in the
mouth and the affection after tastes,
The synchronized notes, tunes and flights glass
after glass of red, black, white wines,
With varieties of cheeses make, one walk on the
moon in enchanting fine food mines!
✲✲✲✲✲
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7. Invisibles of Madrid
After a sumptuous visit to Toledo our big bus
returned to central Madrid,
We rushed to the Buen Retiro park like honeybees
in search of flower bed,
Fifteen thousand trees in their fall colors of gold,
copper, silver, green candid grid,
Allured us into their fold to run on the lush carpet
of fallen leaves of maple brown red!
Here in May and June a long Avenue of stalls
appear in Madrid’s annual book fair,
You walk in the pages like paths crowded by
visitors and hawkers in full flair,
The letters are visible and invisible like the emotions and passions in the affair,
People float in their dreams to reach the lake with
swans, geese and music in the air!
Touching the lake’s steps is the palacio de cristal,
in the shape of a Greek cross,
In that glasshouse suspended in ethereal space
three heads appear to levitate,
Laura, Anna, and Rui rui, visible and invisible, an
alterity between being and appearing,
The palimpsest of the steel mesh that become
visual echo in light gross and dross!
We moved silently around those invisibles thinking
about the interplay of line n light,
Are we not partially blind to our own people
society, body n self in our enigmatic flight?
(INVISIBLES- Architect- Jaume Plensa)
✲✲✲✲✲
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8. Art attack in the Museo del Prado!
You can get lost anywhere anytime in its thousands
of paintings and sculptures,
In that enchanting Spanish art wooing you with
open arms of many fine cultures,
Goya, Bosch, El Greco, Rubens, Titian and of
course Diego Velasquez in raptures,
Art flows in iris filled streams, hard rocks mellow
like butter to freeze in structures!
Queen Isabela and king Ferdinand Vll made an
impossible dream to become a reality,
Charles V, Habsburg, Bourbon monarchs added
their collections of supreme quality,
You can see the splendor of European art here in
its magnificence and quantity,
Surviving Napoleon’s audacity the museum palace
boasts its grandeur in vanity!
I was speechless at ‘the garden of earthly delights
by Bosch and stood spellbound
At the ‘ Las Meninas’ and ‘the triumph of Bacchus’
by Velazquez, magic is around
Where Reubens ‘The three Graces’ and ‘the
adoration of Magi’ brings you to ground,
Raphael’s ‘Christ falling on the way to Calvary and
Brughel’s ‘triumph of death’ abound!
Oh! Look at Durer’s Adam and Eve, Titian’s ‘The
fall of man’, El Greco’s Holy Trinity,
And ‘the knight with his hand on his breast,
Caravaggio’s ‘David and Goliath’ a beauty,
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Rembrandt’s ‘Artemisia’, Poussin’s Parnassus,
Murillo’s ‘la immaculada de soult’ a rarity,
Goya’s Third of May,1808, The dog, Saturn
devouring his son in their artistic clarity,
Many more paintings and lifesize sculptures that
entices you in to their mystic and magic land,
The art attack is so severe you bypass many of
them planning to revisit in style grand!
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. POETRAVELOGUE - AUSTRALIA,
CHINA AND ANTARCTICA
“Being lost in Australia gives you a lovely sense of security.”
– Bruce Chatwin,
In October 2019 I visited Australia, in November I was in China
and in December I was cruising in Antarctica. A hectic trip indeed it
is!. -‘The wandering man is sacred even to the gods-’ said Homer;
yes. That’s true. In Australia the call of the Blue Mountains is
irresistible. We hobnobbed with Koala bears, kangaroos, Emus and
kookaburras in the tracks of the Rainbow serpent. The visits into the
buzzing cities of Melbourne, Sidney, Cairns, and Brisbane and a
dashing trip to the Gold Coast to be among the hundred Draculas to
enjoy the thrills of the Fantasy lands made me the Count of wanderers.
The escapades with Maya and Mahi in the roars of Didjeridu
made me write Australian Aboriginal stories- Tjukurpa- Dream Time.
In the Auditorium of Monash University, Melbourne my book THE
MAKING OF MAHATMA was released by Uma Dhupelia- the great
granddaughter of Mahatma Gandhi. An Epic on Kashmir was
released by Sri Anil Shastri- All this was possible because of my
friends- Deepa Chandran Ram, Suresh Vallath and Manoj Sheoran.
With great and proud moments lingering I moved on to Xian, China.
“The Master said, “A true gentleman is one who has set his
heart upon the Way. A fellow who is ashamed merely of
shabby clothing or modest meals is not even worth
conversing with.” -(Analects 4.9)” - Confucius.
It was Pentasi-B, Sophy Chen Poetry Festival in the fabled city Xian,
China where my trilingual book – THE THREE COLOR BRUSH was
released and I received a few awards. My visit to Huaqing pool where
the marble statue of the Lady Yang Guifei (719-756) reminds one the
impermanence of life stirred me to rewrite the great poet- Bai Juyi’s
Ever Lasting sorrow as The Legend of Lady Yang Guifei.
“However entrancing it is to wander unchecked through a
garden of bright images, are we not enticing your mind
from another subject of almost equal importance?”
- Ernest Bramah.
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So in December we dashed to Argentina and after a few Tango steps
of romance we gathered ourselves into the cabins of Midnatsol a big
cruiser and reached the icy entrails of Antrctica. There we visited
large colonies of penguins, with occasional glimpses at whales, seals
and petrels in desolated islands. My book PENNING WITH PENGUINS
was released in Esperanzo island by Dr. Nunej.
“If Antarctica were music it would be Mozart. Art, and it would
be Michelangelo. Literature and it would be Shakespeare.
And yet it is something even greater; the only place on earth
that is still as it should be. May we never tame it.”
- Andrew Denton
With all these thrills packed in letters this book Poetravelogue
reveals the inner thoughts of a wandering poet in search of knowing
the unknown things. It is the quest of one’s own self in the enormous
Universe.
There are no yesterdays for a poetraveler.
Australia, officially known as the Commonwealth of Australia,
is a sovereign country comprising the mainland of the Australian
continent, the island of Tasmania, and numerous smaller islands. It
is the largest country in Oceania and the world’s sixth-largest country
by total area. The population of 26 million is highly urbanised and
heavily concentrated on the eastern seaboard. Australia’s capital
is Canberra, and its largest city is Sydney. The country’s other
major metropolitan areas are Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth,
and Adelaide.
Indigenous Australians inhabited the continent for
about 65,000 years prior to the first arrival of Dutch explorers in the
early 17th century, who named it New Holland. In 1770, Australia’s
eastern half was claimed by Great Britain and initially settled through
penal transportation to the colony of New South Wales from 26
January 1788, a date which became Australia’s national day.
Sydney - is the state capital of New South Wales and the most
populous city in Australia and Oceania. Located on Australia’s east
coast, the metropolis surrounds Port Jackson and extends about
70 km (43.5 mi) on its periphery towards the Blue Mountains to
the west, Hawkesbury to the north, the Royal National Park to the
south and Macarthur to the south-west. Sydney is made up of
658 suburbs, 40 local government areas and 15 contiguous regions.
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Residents of the city are known as “Sydneysiders”. As of June 2019,
Sydney’s estimated metropolitan population was 5,312,163, meaning
the city is home to approximately 65% of the state’s population
Melbourne - is the capital and most-populous city of
the Australian state of Victoria, and the second-most populous city
in Australia and Oceania. Its name refers to an urban agglomeration
of 9,993 km2 (3,858 sq mi), comprising a metropolitan area with 31
municipalities, and is also a common name for its city centre. The
city occupies much of the coastline of Port Phillip bay and spreads
into the Hinterland towards the Dandenong and Macedon ranges,
Mornington Peninsula and Yarra Valley. It has a population of 5 million
(19% of the population of Australia), and its inhabitants are referred
to as “Melburnians”
Brisbane is the capital of and the most populated city in
the Australian state of Queensland, and the third most populous
city in Australia. Brisbane’s metropolitan area has a population of over
2.5 million, and the South East Queensland metropolitan region,
centred on Brisbane, encompasses a population of more than 3.6
million. The Brisbane central business district stands on the
historic European settlement and is situated inside a peninsula of
the Brisbane River, about 15 kilometres (9 miles) from its mouth
at Moreton Bay, a bay of the Coral Sea. The metropolitan area extends
in all directions along the hilly floodplain of the Brisbane River Valley
between Moreton Bay and the Taylor and D’Aguilar mountain ranges.
It sprawls across several of Australia’s most populous local
government areas (LGAs)—most centrally the City of Brisbane,
which is by far the most populous LGA in the nation. The demonym of
Brisbane is “Brisbanite”, whilst common nicknames include “Brissy”,
“River City” and “Brisvegas.
The Gold Coast is a coastal city in the Australian state of
Queensland, approximately 66 kilometres (41 mi) south-southeast
of the centre of state capital Brisbane and immediately north of the
border with New South Wales. The demonym for the Gold Coast is
Gold Coaster. With an estimated population of 679,127, at June 2019
(including 79,001 in the adjacent Tweed Valley of New South Wales),
the Gold Coast is the sixth-largest city in Australia, making it the largest
non-capital city, and Queensland’s second-largest city. Gold Coast is
a major tourist destination with a sunny, subtropical climate and has
become widely known for its world-class surfing beaches, high-rise
dominated skyline, theme parks, nightlife, and rainforest hinterland.
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The city is part of the nation’s entertainment industry with television
productions and a major film industry. The city hosted the 2018
Commonwealth Games which ran from 4 to 15 April 2018.
China, officially the People’s Republic of China (PRC), is
a country in East Asia. It is the world’s most populous country, with
a population of around 1.4 billion in 2019. Covering approximately
9.6 million square kilometers (3.7 million mi2), it is the world’s third
or fourth largest country by area. As a one-party state led by
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), it exercises jurisdiction over
22 provinces, five autonomous regions, four direct-controlled
municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, and Chongqing), and
the special administrative regions of Hong Kong and Macau.
Xi’an , also known as Sian, is the capital of Shaanxi Province.
A sub-provincial city on the Guanzhong Plain in Northwest China, it
is one of the oldest cities in China, the oldest prefecture capital and
one of the Four Great Ancient Capitals, having held the position under
several of the most important dynasties in Chinese history, including
Western Zhou, Qin, Western Han, Sui and Tang. Xi’an is the starting
point of the Silk Road and home to the Terracotta Army of Emperor
Qin Shi Huang.
Huaqing Pool, or the Huaqing Hot Springs, are a complex
of hot springs located in an area characterized by mild weather and
scenic views at the northern foot of Mount Li, one of the three major
peaks of the Qinling. The Huaqing Hot Springs are located
approximately 25 km east of Xi’an (formerly Chang’an, the western
capital of the Tang dynasty), in the province of Shaanxi, China. Under
the Tang emperors Taizong and Xuanzong, with the latter had the
structure rebuilt in 723 as part of the Huaqing Palace , and is famous
as the supposed scene of Xuanzong’s romance with his consort Yang
Guifei. However, during the events associated with the An Lushan
rebellion, considerable damage was done to the site. Nevertheless,
the historical legacy of the Huaqing pools has received lasting
commemoration, such as in the following mention of Emperor
Xuanzong and Yang in Bai Juyi’s poem “Song of Everlasting Regret”:
Argentina - is a country located mostly in the southern half
of South America. Sharing the bulk of the Southern Cone with Chile to
the west, the country is also bordered by Bolivia and Paraguay to the
north, Brazil to the northeast, Uruguay and the South Atlantic
Ocean to the east, and the Drake Passage to the south. With a
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mainland area of 2,780,400 km2 (1,073,500 sq mi), Argentina is
the eighth-largest countr y in the world, the fourth largest in
the Americas, the second largest in South America after Brazil, and
the largest Spanish-speaking nation by area. The sovereign state is
subdivided into twenty-three provinces and one autonomous
city , Buenos Aires, which is the federal capital of the nation
(Spanish: Capital Federal) as decided by Congress. The provinces
and the capital have their own constitutions, but exist under a federal
system. Argentina claims sovereignty over part of Antarctica,
the Falkland Islands and South Georgia and the South Sandwich
Islands.
Buenos Aires is the capital and largest city of the Republic
Argentina. The city is located on the western shore of the estuary of
the Río de la Plata, on the South American continent’s southeastern
coast. “Buenos Aires” can be translated as “fair winds” or “good airs”,
but the former was the meaning intended by the founders in the
16th century, by the use of the original name “Real de Nuestra Señora
Santa María del Buen Ayre”, named after the Madonna of Bonaria
in Sardinia. The Greater Buenos Aires conurbation, which also
includes several Buenos Aires Province districts, constitutes
the fourth-most populous metropolitan area in the Americas, with a
population of around 15.6 million.
Caminito (“little walkway” or “little path” in Spanish) is a street
museum and a traditional alley, located in La Boca,
a neighborhood of Buenos Aires, Argentina. The place acquired
cultural significance because it inspired the music for the famous
tango “Caminito” (1926), composed by Juan de Dios Filiberto.
Antarctica is Earth’s southernmost continent. It contains the
geographic South Pole and is situated in the Antarctic region of
the Southern Hemisphere, almost entirely south of the Antarctic
Circle, and is surrounded by the Southern Ocean. At 14,200,000
square kilometres (5,500,000 square miles), it is the fifth-largest
continent and nearly twice the size of Australia. At 0.00008 people
per square kilometre, it is by far the least densely populated continent.
About 98% of Antarctica is covered by ice that averages 1.9 km (1.2 mi;
6,200 ft) in thickness, which extends to all but the northernmost
reaches of the Antarctic Peninsula. The name Antarctica is
the romanised version of the Greek compound word feminine
of meaning “opposite to the Arctic”, “opposite to the north”.
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Antarctica, on average, is the coldest, driest, and windiest
continent, and has the highest average elevation of all the continents.
Most of Antarctica is a polar desert, with annual precipitation of
200 mm (7.9 in) along the coast and far less inland; there has been
no rain there for almost 2 million years, yet 80% of the
world freshwater reserves are stored there, enough to raise global sea
levels by about 60 metres (200 ft) if all of it were to melt. The
temperature in Antarctica has reached ”89.2 °C (“128.6 °F) (or even
“94.7 °C (“135.8 °F) as measured from space), though the average
for the third quarter (the coldest part of the year) is “63 °C (“81 °F).
Anywhere from 1,000 to 5,000 people reside throughout the year
at research stations scattered across the continent. Organisms native
to Antarctica include many types of algae, bacteria, fungi, plants,
protista, and certain animals, such as mites, nematodes, penguins,
seals and tardigrades. Vegetation, where it occurs, is tundra.
✲✲✲✲✲

Melbourne - Book Release
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Prasad - Uma Dhupelia

Deepa, Prasad, Sri Anil Shastri at Monash University,
Melbourne, Australia (20-10-2019)
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Prasad - Anil Shastri - Friends

Prasad - Janaki in Australia
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Xian, china

Dr. Penpen, Sophy Chen, Prasad
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Xian Meeting (24-11-2019)

Prasad - Ayub Khawar - Maria Miraglia
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Prasad reading poetry

Argentina- Pancho wearer
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Argentina Tango

Argentina Tango

Ushuaia
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Penning with Penguins - released by Dr. Nunej in Esperanzo island. (19-12-2019)

Antarctica
outfit
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PENTASI-B reached Antarctica
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Penguin land

Prasad - Ravi Maruth
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POETRAVELOGUE- AUSTRALIA
1. A call from the blue mountain - Sydney
When you think you are still awake but in
a blissful dreamy state,
When others think you are as weird as
Koala bear in its estate,
The fragrance of eucalyptus haunts you
in blue chroma slate,
The three sisters looks at you from top in a
petrified yet majestic fate,
You hear a lone traveler humming a melancholic
tune of a lost song,
It haunts you like caged parrots and parakeets
crying in freedom slang,
A few kangaroos hip hop like tourists curious
about their pouches all along,
A few tawaki penguins snatch fish from their
caretaker’s hand grip strong,
A cable car in its funicular slip takes you to down
level in heart stopping speed,
When you walk above the heads of trees it is like
you are on cloud nine steed,
From the serene walk under the canopy of cherry
blossoms is a pink ride indeed,
When the romantic thoughts of lost youth
surrounds you, grey hairs mock instead,
From the lap of Mother Nature you crawl back into
your creative artificial fields,
From Sydney tower you look down at the city
buildings and power they yields.
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. In search of Rainbow Serpent
In the celestial corridors of the blue dome the Emu
bird speaks seasons,
The fires of Nurrumbunguttias the old spirits have
their creative reasons,
The Rainbow snake with Kangaroo head, crocodile
tail and snake body was in slumber,
When the time came it came from underground
and created the earth in life’s splendor.
It is the dream time we all hip hop like kangaroos
transcreated in a new world,
To the pouch of our mother nature’s womb we
crawl and feel secured, lying curled,
Growing up is a big business a tiny Joey becoming
a giant with ideas unfurled,
Wallabies and kangaroos with their strong hind
feet compete with poets with words hurled,
Through pristine waterways we cruised in high
spirits chasing the lost footprints,
The fish murals on the sandstone walls were
giving us some nostalgic hints,
Akuna Bay was silent in meditation among the
Aussie Bush in bloom in many tints,
On one aborigine site we found the Emu bird, an
old spirit and rainbow serpent imprints.
The first astronomers must be watching us from
the high sky in delight,
The squall of a pleasant rain cooled the air, we
saw the blue dome with bright light.
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. Aye there is rub!
The boomerang is back from its divine destination,
The bards rang the elusive bell of truth in base elation,
The sandstone was melting to become rainbow
serpent of a nation,
The lines and shapes when seen from above tells
a story of creation.
Banished from Eden garden Adam and Eve were
forcibly removed,
Into wilderness, they with hand in hand, away
from the creator they moved,
There the tampered snake stalked the first pair
and lead them into chaotic world,
With first sin and first murder humans waited and
the savior arrived as His word.
Here the rainbow serpent surged with its serpent
power causing upheaval,
The flat arid land became a land with hills, rivers
and lakes celebrating life’s festival,
In that dreamy state creation in its splendor
announced its joyous carnival,
From the ancient Emu bird humans learnt the
secrets of seasons and life’s revival.
A band of convicts entered the far removed land
with despair and trepidation,
A celestial hand of conviction propelled them in
building of great nation.
(Yes! there is sleep! Perchance a dream!)
✲✲✲✲✲
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POETRAVELOGUE - CHINA
1. THE SECOND COMING TO XIAN
After that awesome Australian Odyssey
Happy mind tried its best to drag the weary feet to
Xian, China!
And lo, succeeded in its resilient yet rigid fancy,
Finances went nose-drive but timely selling of the
future opened the arena!
There I was with Dr. Penpen flashing his smiles in
Guangong airport,
At Xian, our host the soulful Sophy Chen was there
with her young troupe
Then to Xian Hotel and a bit of local cuisine to
mellow the gastric fort,
Maria Miraglia and Saverio Sinopoli and Ayub
Khawar joined the muse group.
Poetry readings and book releases went on time in
glittering moods,
New plans and pledges materialized on revolving
time-tables in hopeful note,
In Xian one can walk on the starting point of the Silk
Road carrying word goods,
Or join the Terracotta Army of Emperor Qin Shi
Huang in the mausoleum moat
A rainy ride in winter breeze took us to Huaqing
pool with hot water springs,
Bai Juyi’s poem the Song of Everlasting sorrow
echoed there from Mount Li rings!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. THREE- COLOR BRUSH
And the second coming to Xian has the Western
Peace packed in menu,
Dr. Penpen declared a new venture to ensure love
through poetry venue,
Maria and Saverio from Italy brought Italian poise to
the stage we knew,
Ayub Khawar from Pakistan regaled poets with his
melodies fresh and new
Sophy and Dazang Chen with their marvelous team
worked wonders,
Local poets weaved magic with their poems and
paintings in profusion,
The Poetry Festival has become another landmark
for Pentasi-B splendors,
The finest poetry group reached another milestone
in world poetry fusion;
Yuan Jia Yi, Gao Pan, Chen Jia Hui, and Xue Si Yao
were the soldiers in rush,
The coruscant beauties carried the aesthetics of
festival in new dimensions,
Many books were released; among them was the
trilingual Three color Brush ,
That sought perpetual Indo- China friendship in the
eternal poetry mansions.
Adorned with medals and honors poets declared
mutual love and affection,
With everlasting memories and poignant music in
their heartist reflection!
✲✲✲✲✲
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POETRAVELOGUE- ANTARCTICA

1. The Road to Romance
(Argentina)
There you press your recharge switch
And look for some thermal witch,
For five dollars, a dream will kiss you
On your cheek rainbows bloom in rosy hue!
You dive deep into her eyes mist
And put your cold springs to hot test
For a few Tango steps you get stormy view
Velvet blood rushes to coral peak dew!
On the broken strings of youthful lyre
I travelled with a maiden of fire
In the streets of song and dance
A street flower reminds you life’s romance!
On a road of no consequences
The wanderlust has weird frequencies
Moral signals fall in out of coverage area
Cross the Drake’s passage to reach cold cafeteria!
✲✲✲✲✲
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2. The Pancho Wearer
On that air taxi
you are a cat with nine lives,
Eighteen hours in a flying box you smell like a dead rat.
On that customs altar
They sacrifice your ego and pickles
Like a lamb before slaughter you lose your first laughter
On that hotel’s desk
A stupid scratches your prestige card
In the dilemma of losing head you keep it in rented lap
On that memory chip
You try to hide your old age
In the plane of your passage they declare it with your
rheumatic luggage
On that multi slang bus,
A gorgeous girl covers you with Pancho
And gives you a sharp knife to cut the knots
and marry the memories in a vivid show!
✲✲✲✲✲
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3. Two for Tango in Caminito
On that lust street of hunger paintings
Artists bare their legs and touch your fair springs,
Fireflies flicker in peso hunt moorings
Moonlight fades behind red lipstick bearings
On your bent knee throne
She sits like a vampire queen
Balancing hunger on both sides
With a small tip, a bonus kiss glides
On your memory jugulars
Two bite marks ooze dreams of lovers
Cheeks still burn with iris colors
In between desire and deed oneros travel on flowers
On that smile of Lousiana or Shirley what’s that naked beam?
When you are still in hot spots or warm steam,
A song beckons you to dance on the strings of a dream,
A million smiles bloom where infinite lightning flow in a stream.
On that quest of hidden treasures,
I travelled under the wings of angels and snakehoods of pleasures
To that south pole one may enter with many measures
The return flight is confirmed and a life without pressures.
✲✲✲✲✲
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4. Fourteen Sages
Fourteen sages in search of penguin land
The itch of traveling is more contagious
It is faster than the wildest rumor religious
The birds of fall weather gather for a rendezvous
And they fly in metaphoric wings virtuous
From Buenos Aires to Ushuaia;
Ajay and kishore are in sleep swings
Lanka and mahesh on romantic wings
Ravi and Prasad at thirsty smoke springs
Surender and Sasank are the walking kings
Reddy sir and Chowdhury sir in silent mode
Saikath and swamy sirs on positive road
Rajesh is raveling a ravishing code
Siddhartha is on becoming Buddha abroad
Now comes the shake of Drake’s passage
All the stars are on a challenging voyage
It is that time for bursting the voltage
To the penguin land our love is the fairest message
✲✲✲✲✲
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5. MS Midnatsol...15-12-2019
After those two days of moonshine
There yawns a discordant spine
When your back is for target practice
It’s a dark patch on Antarctic ice
You cannot get off your old skin,
The ill gotten affluence is original sin,
At random bullets fly from a bad pin
The target trembles in Drake water spin
You need three layers to keep warm,
Past, present and future loses their charm
Even at the End of Days you feel harm
In the eye of storm, emotions fly in swarm
✲✲✲✲✲
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6. Drake’s Passage
It is like billion headed serpent billowing in hissing bits,
Like trillions of the pinions of the great eagle in crashing fits,
Where zillions of opinions crash on the dark ideal wits,
Like quintillions of pearls breaking away from the
blue bivalve knits
Where hot and cold stream emotions stir up on
stirrups of dark stallions,
Where unfathomable depths of hell pits open their
gullets in millions,
Like the silvery blue hair flashing vigorously in the
mace of roaring lion battalions,
Like the hellrise waves rising to crash the pride of
the indestructible galleons,
All hell broke loose in the passage of dark waters
roaring in tandem,
The hissing monster serpents swishing poison in
waves random,
All the swallowed treasures trying to come out from
the death’s kingdom,
Gastric rebellion reaching the point of no return with
innards in inside out weirdom,
Traveling in Drake passage is like crossing the gates
of dreaded death door Yamadwar,
When Charon is in dark mood boat goes shaking
between life’s peace and war.
✲✲✲✲✲

7. The dance of the fall guy
When you travel in the midnight sun
With gastric loads of garbage ton,
In the turbulence of mad Drake’s den,
Up and down doors may open sudden
On deck nine enjoy jacuzzi a wee bit,
On deck eight it is knowledge transit,
On deck five you load your tender pit,
On deck six you can practice vomit,
On deck four they measure your feet
On deck three you can dance to the beat
On deck seven it is expedition retreat
On deck lowers ship gets the heat
From food court to your deck ward,
You tango dance like a drunken bird,
In Drake passage even a romantic bard,
Becomes a philosopher in anxiety card.
They called you humpwhales in their list,
You smile mysteriously in the fear twist,
All your past glories fades into snow mist,
Like tired albatrosses you rest on sea wrist
✲✲✲✲✲
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8. Angel Number Fourteen-14
The joints in human hand and a symbol of Hebrew
hand and gold,
A mysterious number of travel, exploration spirituality
and negative cold,
People with karmic debt coming together to pay the
balance of past untold,
First initiation into adulthood and license to a boy to
be romantic and bold.
A number of good and charity, a symbol of Asterion
denoting infinity,
A day of Brahma - mahakalpa- where 14 Manus rule
for 4320000000 years in vanity,
Fourteen years exile of Rama, 14 worlds above and
below in Hindu mythology,
Fourteen days of passion of Christ, the number used
50 times in biblical numerology,
Ajay, Kishore, Ravi, Prasad, Surendra, Saikath and the
one and only Sid,
Sasank, Srinivas Reddy, Choudhry, Swamy, Lanka,
Rajesh and Mahesh in joy bid,
Fourteen explorers exploding with energy started
their vanavasa in Antarctic cold,
The handshake of friendship brought such a warmth
that can be told and retold
The poet may be forgiven for his postings of nonscientific
data to screw the senses with pen ease.
But Osiris body was cut into 14 pieces, 13 recovered, the missing
one was eaten by fish, so some fish look like penis.
(With apologies to puritans and sin specialists)
✲✲✲✲✲
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9. The first landing
After a picturesque mind blowing sojourn in the
freezing cold,
All humpback whales gained their wits and
became bold,
The sight of the first iceberg was the find of
a joy untold,
Near a huge iceberg everyone was excited in
emotional hold.
The sight of the chasing albatrosses and a few
seagulls in the blue expanse,
The blackish clear waters breaking into pearl
streams in cleavage dance,
A few pieces of iceberg floating like lost nimbus
children in melancholy trance,
The light of the day lamp reflecting on the waves
dreaming in the tranquil chance,
After the not so much horror Drake shake
everyone is in a pleasant mood,
When the first landing at Arctowski station was
announced it was a great feel good,
Like after a fierce storm the hopelessly lost birds
finding their nest and brood,
But the sad stories of crashed flight still bringing
chills in the spinal rood
The first landing on Antarctic Arctowski station
brought out feet back on earth,
We were welcomed by a few curious penguins
and seals in romantic hearth!
✲✲✲✲✲
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10. Dressing the chicken for a kill
It is easy to find that chicken in e-motion
Crazy about crossing the Antarctic ocean
And dressed for seasickness in commotion
It is not easy plucking its feather coat,
And throwing it in cold aqua mare bucket
Where icebergs hit you below the jacket
When chicken crosses the sea road,
It has to wear three layers of woolly load,
Inner thermals, middle and outer thick layers like a
warty toad.
Over and above the water proof pant and wind
cutting parkas well reasoned,
Polaroid glasses and sun screen lotions that makes
the chicken well seasoned,
To fit the feet in those gum boots is the highest
torture any chicken imagined.
Then the tired chicken was put on a speedy boat
to look at the penguin walk,
The chicken was in Antarctic heaven where
penguins, seals and whales talk,
Albatrosses and sea gulls sang the songs of silence
in that mesmerizing ice park.
✲✲✲✲✲
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11. The catching up of old age
When you travel to the South
You dreadfully remember the Lord of Death
In the famous epic Ramayana
Lady Trijata dreams Ravana walking for South nirvana
Niruti the ruler of Southwest edge
A demon that assists and sanctions YamaSamavarti the ultimate judge
In the famous epic Mahabharat
Lord Yama follows Dharmaraja in the form of a
dog till the last muhurat
Northeast is the abode of Lord Siva
He sanctions name and fame to the jiva;
But remember every country’s Northeast corner is
a battle zone and grave yard,
May be all good birds fly to northeast to claim
ashes and practice tandava hard.
In the north west corner Aeolus or the ruler of
winds - Vayu stays,
Remember the great Hanuman and Bhima the
mighty sons of Maruta- Air God’s grace
Be careful with that corner about foul gas and
cancer school
Lots of foul plays and unnecessary quarrels with
neighbors is the rule.
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In the South east fumes the God of Fire- Ignis
It is the zone of Amazon women and holy fire that
can bring you to knees.
East is for Indra bhoga and sunshine, west is for
sunset and completion
North is for riches and complexion and South is for
perfection
When I looked at myself in the morning mirror
I saw another wrinkle crossing my forehead and
face like a thin river,
I felt like a lonely penguin on that floating iceberg boat,
May be it is Charon’s canoe crossing the river Styx
or Vaitarani with me afloat
✲✲✲✲✲
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12. Twice born in Esperanza Island
Braving the cheek blasting winds,
We fourteen desperados became the Marvel transporters,
Not a single blue wave retreated
But our fast boat spearheaded in teeth grinding polar
cold azimuth water grave
There from the deep blue
emerged a fountain blow out- water sprout
with a rough snort, followed by a black hump
slowly moving and cutting the azure blue waters with
a sharp silver cut,
And the final show of a great symmetrical bi-lobed tail fan
The great whale disappeared leaving a semicircular
carving on the water
Again appeared at a distance with its beloved in its
ritualistic show up
Still mesmerized by the rare sight,
When we landed on the island of Hope- Esperanza
A few penguins moving nonchalantly in their highways
on my birthday eve a dream came true
‘Penning with penguins’- was released in the land of penguins,
There were all smiles from that young medic
Amidst of penguins and Dr. Nunej received the first copy
And I am twice born in that Esperanza Island
Where all emotions flowed in a stream of joy in
Antarctic ice land.
✲✲✲✲✲
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13. There are no old men
I
On that ice table the pantheon of gods are playing cards
to sink a plane or ship,
Some weddell seals are lying back to back cherishing
the aftertaste of the warm slip.
While penguins waddle on their highways to rookeries
in tuxedos from the deep strip.
That is grand Eden for bold men and women. They can go
tango in the dreams of young flippers and relive again.
Where snow mulberries blossom on ice blue coral lips;
emotions brew in hot springs and the bygone days
reappear in slow motion.
When you are down in blue melancholic gorges your
past lovers send messages on the wings of
albatrosses and sea birds
You will never grew old in the symphonies of floating
icebergs breaking into ice crystals in tunes seven, and
somewhere you know a grave is earmarked for you.
The cold winds howl, the snow showers freeze your
blood cells into icicles in the unfathomable mackerelloaded oceans,
When in a land you travel without your baggage why fear
about flesh fresh to pack your tears in a cold case?
The indentured labour will be over and one more year and
more till you get your freedom packed in discount sale
II
And they with their warm smiles brightened my path
and masked my old age with colorful shades
In the Antarctic cold my soul gets another reprieve and my boat
was allowed at the toll gate after scanning my fast tag.
The ice was singing vapors while melting in blue waters
reminiscing its past births but who cares a floating iceberg?
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III
In the twilight zone you measure the candle light in
montages of its light and shadows
At a distance you hear the scowling of the souls perished
on the snow journeys in search of glory
All those ice tombs and cairns with crosses on top try
to tell you the secret of life in your late evening
There on landing you see the skeletons of a few
penguins and frost laden bones of orca whales
and your heart skips a beat.
And a trembling prayer slips out in the most convenient
philosophical repertoire
It reveals not what it is; and grinds you into soliloquy on
the cold pebbles of letters.
IV
May be on the wings of a sea gull gods are sending my
superannuation letter carved on floating icebergs.
Once out of this life boat I don’t know where my next stop
is. The caravan has to go to the predestined port.
Where my guardian angels hold me into their arms and
put me in the house of seven dwarves
Under the decorated Christmas tree I celebrate white
Christmas and blow as many candles as I am done
Dressed as the Santa Claus of South pole I drag my own sledge
with penguins guiding me to reach the southern lamps.
Yes, the morning is set upon a song of hope and beyond
this cold sea I see the vivid colors of love and a
vivacious dreamland.
V
Now this sickening old age haunts me no more, there a
seagull is opening the east door and the ice is melting
The enormous iceberg with grottoes will dissolve into
fresh water and drown the chamber of death
And I ordered them to close the dark lopsided west gate.
There will be no old men
No more.
✲✲✲✲✲
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14. Echo Location
Like a fifty kilogram porpoise we start our journey
Amass lots of useless materialistic mass
Grow in size and ego to become predators
Blowing our own trumpets we float like blue whales.
Life is a movie camera often goes stand still
Our kaya body when placed on a kayaking boat
frequently cries for a new thrill,
After escaping from the ratrace and routine boring drill
You reach South pole with the experiences of
bygone days shrill
The echolalian craze of money is shaken out from
the innards in Drake passage,
You see penguin colonies and imitate their waddling styles like an enlightened sage
The wrinkles grow on your powdered face and
twinkles bow to sharp sunlight gaze,
All your materialistic wits shrink to krill size before
the enormous blue whale’s glaze.
Cruising on a safe ship too we adventure dreams
tagged with insured safety pleading for unity,
Perchance the titanic boat hits the iceberg we forget the
preached morals and run for the opportunity .
✲✲✲✲✲
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15. Three days of total thrills
The wish to Rise to fame has a bucket list
With never satisfied desires in closed chest
Weight grows minute by minute in new twist
Till it reaches the last port and gives the final rest
Yet you travel in a ship with decks or gates nine
thinking everything comes free,
In Esperanza - Hope island you find the ancient
hermitage of sages three,
In that solitary Iceland you find a nati Nunez to
release your letters spree,
With flying emotions and flashing rainbows you
float on the iceberg’s Christmas tree,
In the still waters of Deception Iceland you wish to
take the Antarctic plunge,
The gum boots you wear refuses to leave your
dirty feet with accrued sin stinge.
The chinstrap penguins remind you the traveling
ahead in dark silent lounge,
Where no blog, Instagram or Facebook follows
you in a what’s app challenge.
In Neko harbor you scale ice slopes like
Dharmaraja in his Mahaprasthana- last leg,
In paradise island a big chunk of ice breaks down
with a heart chilling cold wave big.
✲✲✲✲✲
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16. The man who lost his moustache
To tell you the truth, like you guys all, my moustache was also something
Like a forest of dark pine trees sloped elegantly
down wards
To protect the coral bivalve islands hiding thirty
two pearls on pink mountains.
From nothing to everything the forest grew as a
symbol of my Yang and bang,
Often I trimmed them with utmost care like a
skillful gardener,
Watered and nurtured them with the best scents
from Arabia or Parisian lands.
I combed the forest everyday in regular intervals
and my heart
almost stopped when one day I found one of them
was as pale as a white pole,
To save my pride I had to cut it out with fine
scissors and tears rolled on my cheeks
With in a few months I found to my horror many
batches of trees going pale
On mountain top, gorges edge and on the coral
shores and in other places you know
So I dipped them in garnier’s lotion, painted them
black, reciting my dying declaration
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On this cold cruel grueling long Antarctic journey
my hands shivered and shook;
A piece of my left handlebar was on my razor’s
hook and it was horrible to look.
Then it was the cats and monkey game and I lost
my moustache and my rule book.
What’s in a moustache? You may sayBut my mirror was in splits when it saw my bare
meadows just below my nose caves,
I am more or less like Brihannala in king Virat’s
court and I may have to teach penguins a
few Indian dances in sport.
See you ! Adieu!
✲✲✲✲✲
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17. Pampering yourself at Pampas Grill
The way to the man’s heart is via gastric thrills- they say
it in all smiles
At the Pampas grill it is the highway full of surprise
attacks in legendary styles.
For starters you can have - Bachalau au Nourvega- that
challenges Spanish serrano
Or Italian Parma hams - a tomato based casserole with
rare clip fish dish soprano
You have alternatives plenty in Ceviche or Peru’s national
dish or Trio de Maiz of corn,;
For main course- from ship’s cornucopia you can select
sizzling halibut in avocado burn.
Or salma laks, or meat racks or vegetables grilled to
make one’s taste buds cry for encore in return,
Enjoying the spicy chorizo, sizzling beef with piquant
salads and traditional sauces with yogurt churn,
When you are in food heaven why go for common crap
where you can have king crab?
With a price tag of rupees eight thousand per kilogram it
is pure red gold for the gastronomic’s grab.
With an array of selective wines whirling around you
emitting fragrances from the cozy racks fab,
The tinkling glasses, mooching lip sips, tongue flips and
palate slow trips really knocks one on to floor slab.
One can commit momentary suicide by indulging in
Chocolate Nemesis or crema Catalan
Or reach the desert oasis with other desserts like
cheesecake, churro or brigadeiro on food caravan.
(all your millions you can store and preserve, no problem,
but on a fantastic Atlantic cruise a little overindulgence is
permitted..so go ahead)
✲✲✲✲✲
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18. Blue ice sculpture and Banco island
ice walkers
Now the appetite for food and drink is on the brink,
Heart and mind occasionally journeying to distant home rink,
Wife and children, your arm chair, the loyal dog
and pickles red and pink,
Now seems to be more precious than the
mindblowing Antarctic blueblackwhite ink.
Then suddenly you find the floating iceberg
sculpted by water into mysterious form,
Some unknown forces put somewhere serene
blue lights in that white snow farm,
It was shining like a massive sapphire palace
illuminated by myriad blue lights
All my lonesome worries flew away and the blue
spectacle robbed all my return flights
After that amazing cruising we reached Banco
island famous for its snow slopes,
Crossing the penguin highways and respecting the
rights of the natives’ hopes
We climbed the snow mountains studded with
penguin rookeries in romantic tropes
From snow hill top we glided down crying in joy in
alleys that looked like ice ropes.
What a fantastic expedition is this polar journey in
the fog end of my career,
Caressing the snowflakes and crossing the misty
fog curtains bringing great cheer!
✲✲✲✲✲
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19. Where from that whale song?
In that cold waters of Southern seas
A humpback whale pair greets you in the wee hours
Graciously surfacing with hot vapor fountains
spouting as a prelude,
followed by a majestic hump cutting the waves in
main dramatic treat
and finally its tail spread slowly sinking into the blue
water curtains...
after a series of such poses they disappeared into
horizons amidst scores of camera clicks.
I was alone in a corner on that ship deck wallowing
in waves of thoughts,
I heard a distinct dreamy voice singing a song of love
in clicks and rumblings,
I am sure that’s a message coming in waves crossing
the floating icebergs,
I was perplexed by its underlying timber and longing
undertones reverberating in ice mountain shelves.
Then again I saw the bull whale in preening mood- breaching,
spy hopping, tail flogging, pectoral fin displaying,
Peduncle throwing, lob tailing, charging, parrying- like a warrior
suitor-may be intimidating nearby competitors
He grunted, groaned and snorted a few times and he
moved away from our ship,
The cow is in her ravishing best and it was teasing
this guy to chase her in the maze of icebergs.
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Hearing his longing song sirens in the nearby islands
preferred silence,
Penguins in their rookeries stood still in fear and
apprehension
Seals, albatrosses, petrels, Skua and gulls lurked
behind the stone heaps,
The humpback whale bull was at his best in singing
the mating song to his cow
and waves danced rhythmically till the pair rested on
the ocean bed in proximity to each other.
The song was still there in that land of midnight sun.
The bard heard it and engraved it on the waves of blue ocean.
✲✲✲✲✲
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20. The nightmare before Christmas
After that stupid arrogant internecine third world war fiasco,
All continents were covered with scientific atomic dust
and useless data debris,
The ice age returned prematurely like precocious
puberty with much hubris
Except at the South pole where penguins and whales
evolved in intelligence and super echo,
They found a few colonies of humans with distorted
brains living in caves and atomic proof cellars;
When the ice dissolved and earth appeared on a few
mountain peaks and warm collars ,
The ruling penguins and whales arranged scientific exhibitions
to discover and protect the endangered human species,
They put timelapse cameras in the human colonies to observe
their nuptial dances and procreation rituals.
Yes! One penguin scientist said to the whale doctor-’ the
animal with middle pole is human Male and the
other one without must be the female,
I don’t like their practices, - said the seal engineer - see them.
They leave no stone unturned and no hole uncovered.
Then spoke the Albatros explorer-’ my ancestors had a
myth- once upon a time they ruled this earth globe
and ate every animal and plant worth.
Yes, - said one petrel bird-’ after causing extinction of
every species they killed themselves by exploding
their own inventions-’.
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-’Horrible people! Let them not grow in number! They have
many tongues it seems and infinite in differences,
They all look the same but some are big brothers that rule
others and practice Untouchablity, shame on them!
They not only decimated themselves but also polluted the
nature and can be punished under new world act,
So let’s torture them on both ends and middle and burn
their flag poles-’I woke up with a start and fell down from my bunk with
a big thud,
But I am happy it is only a bad dream and nothing
happened to my lively-hood.
✲✲✲✲✲
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21. White Christmas day
(The Word of God)
They started descending in the opposite direction steps,
Their hands were dirty with molten money and sulfur
tinged ego peps,
Swimming in phosphorus pits of inhumane nature they
did shrink into eggs,
In inverted towers they became worms cannibalizing the
morals and scripture kegs.
The lagoons of many silk cocoons were traveling
backwards in time dome,
No more those worms in slime wish to get wings of freedom,
A few silkworms built their pupae with anointed
scripture sentences and door,
They looked forward for the arrival of a savior under the
guiding star of lore.
The goat legged fungus breeder was busy in boiling the
troubled waters.
He killed the larvae in their own cocoons of sin and
made fine thread matters,
He did weave tight nets to capture the God fearing
moths guided by the sun.
The sun was the son of God who shed his blood on the
cross to liberate the children
The child gave the lambs the helmet of salvation and
sword of the spirit to kill the wolf,
He is the Word of God, he is the helmet and sword and
the humanity’s only protective shelf.
✲✲✲✲✲
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22. The wings of Poseidon
Eight hundred kilometer span drawn
In between Pacific and Atlantic ocean
Like dark wavy feathers in commotion
Over the shoulders of sea-God Poseidon
Millions of scales raised up on the gigantic body of
Leviathan,
Zillions of pearls scattered on billion hooded snake
on sea marathon,
The trident of sea God striking the innards of
ocean causing inside out motion,
The released sea monster rushing from dark pits
of sea to the shores in commotion,
Our nine decked ship danced to the tunes of
Drake’s passage in its vicious fury,
A few travellers tried to pacify their inner passage
with mouths in bags sanctuary,
Doors rattled, cupboards emptied, things scattered
like shattered bulb of mercury,
All souls preferred silence and the cabins were
like ice caskets in the mortuary.
The stormy weather bag stinks up with our undigested philosophies and mortal views,
We falter like little children in the corridors of
uncertainty with some useless life reviews.
✲✲✲✲✲
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23. The final passage
“Blessed are the poor in MOTION SICKNESS drag
for theirs is the kingdom of Stormy weather bag.
Blessed are those who Google their journey of life in compass
for they will be given another voyage, in calm seas with
a protective pass
Blessed are the addictive card players
for they will inherit the trump and jokers
Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for
nymphs and bar maiden,
for they will be filled with bloody Mary or mojito
on rock garden.
Blessed are the merciful cabin rockers
for they will be shown fallen things from life’s lockers
Blessed are the rulers and lurers in heart and mind games,
for they will see goddesses and girls in naked dreams.
Blessed are the peacemakers on dining tables,
for they will be called children of food and given salacious bread,
Blessed are those who are persecuted because of their
penguins behavior
for theirs is the kingdom of penguins and humpback
whales reservoir
“Blessed are you when people insult you, persecute you
and falsely say all kinds of evil against you because
of poetry, photography, romance, or seven sins...
Rejoice and be glad, because great is your reward in arts
Eden, for in the same way they persecuted the
poets and artists who were before you with
needles and pins..
✲✲✲✲✲
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24. The last Rummy game at Antarctica
After the last rummy game they settled the accounts
and declared the winner,
After the last puff of the last cigar the furnace inhalers
went to dinner,
After the last shot of the restless albatross the keyhole
clickers closed the shutter,
After the last peep and romantic talk the casanovas
sighed with dreams in flutter
Rum, rummy, roaming romeos rummaged to the last
drop in ramblings,
Packing their troubles in stormy bags the tender
people still had gastric rumblings,
After digesting reindeers, cows, boars, chicken, and a
variety of fish siblings,
Supplemented by carrots, leafy vegetables, potatoes,
soups, desserts and seedlings,
From egg macaroni to kegs of coffee, tea and lots of
juices in between,
From penguins, whales, sea birds, seals on icebergs,
islands and waves unseen and seen,
Poetry, photography, philosophy, physics and physiognomy in double entendre mean,
Stories of past, present and future floating on the
hilarious waves of wanderers with all sheen
It was a great fun, frolic, fantastic odyssey that
reached the shores of new fantasy,
After the long drawn air voyage it will be again the
ratrace of reality and take it easy.
✲✲✲✲✲
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25. Dubai Airport - 2020 - New Year
After the grueling head breaking 13 hours nonstop journey,
The laughter dies behind the cracked lips,
A few winks of sleep shatters a few frozen dreams,
That pleads for a reprieve in the much visited rest room
This is no journey for cowards,
Eating frozen foods for fifteen days can anytime cause
gastric catastrophe,
You carry the smell of penguin shit for some time along
with the death chilling shivers of Antarctic dip.
The horror stories of earlier explorers gives you goose
bumps in the tumultuous drake passage sea dump
With all the thrills packed in a Midnatsol capsule,
All the elements of nature coalescing into condensed
iceberg cubicle
Braving storms and snow slides we cruised into the
coldest heart of the earth.
Our final exit was through the rainbow with it we made
another covenant with God.
By the time we landed in Dubai it is the glorious new year Eve,
Amidst glittering fireworks and fluttering hearts we
proved that luck favors the brave.
✲✲✲✲✲
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I. Poetry (Telugu)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Alchemy
Vaana Mabbula Kanthi Khadgam
Tea Kappulo Toofan
Tangeti Junnu
Karakatakam (Cancer)
Oka Sarassu – Aneka Hamsalu (Psychiatry)
Marana Saasanam
Sri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram
Kuyyo – Morro Satakam
Bhairava Satakam

II. Poetry (English)
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Shades
The Twilight Zone
My Poem is My Birth Certificate
The Pendulum Clock, The Gramophone,
The Typewriter and The Pen
The Vigilance Whistle!
How to Cook a Delicious Poem
Windows and Apples
The Guerdon of Poesy
The Haste Land
Bees Need No Invitation When Flowers Bloom...
Poetravelogue
WOW! (Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious)
The Lost Songs of a Lone Traveler!
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III. Stories, Novels, Essays…(Telugu)
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Katti Anchupai (Noir Stories)
Chupke – Chupke (Woman diseases)
Akshararchana
Deepa Nirvana Gandham (Death)
Swapna Sastram (Dreams-1)
Kalalu-Peeda Kalalu (Dreams-2)
Satyanveshanalo (Novel)
Sankya Sastram (Numerology)
Dr. Jayadev Cartoons (Cartoons)
Kathalu – kavitalu
Genome (Biotechnology Novel)

IV Stories, Novels, Essays (English)
35. In Search of Truth (Novel)
36. How to be happy (Philosophy)
37. Bouquet of Telugu Songs and Poems

V Translations (English to Telugu)
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Iliad (Homer)
Odyssey (Homer)
Epic Cycle (Homer)
Three Greek Tragedies
The Poems of Sappho
Aeneid (Virgil)
Pilgrim’s Progress (John Bunyan)
Paradise Lost (John Milton)
Paradise Regained (John Milton)
Divine Comedy (Dante)
Faust (Goethe)
World Famous Stories
Namdeo Dhasal Poetry
William Blake Poetry
Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part I
Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part II
Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part III
Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part IV
Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part V
Russian Poetry
Jalapatam (Eighteen English Poets)
Dabbu Manishi (Money Poetry)
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60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Santi Yuddham (War-Peace)
Christu Adbhuta Geethalu
The Path of Christ
Silappadikaram
Manimekhala
Sangam Poetry
Conference of Birds (Attar)
Masnavi - Part 1
Masnavi - Part 2
Masnavi - Part 3
Masnavi - Part 4
Masnavi - Part 5
Masnavi - Part 6
Madhusala (Edward Fitzgerald)
Sougandhika (Master Poems in English-1)
Toorpu Padamara (Master Poems in English-2)
Prema Kurisina Velalo… (Master Poems in English-3)
Vallu Mugguru (Master Poems in English-4)
Alanati Kothagali (Master Poems in English-5)
Manchu Toofan (Master Poems in English-6)
Endaa – Vaana (Master Poems in English-7)
Pillanagrovi Pipupu (Master Poems in English-8)
Naalugu Dikkulu (Master Poems in English-9)
Allanta Doorana Aa Paata Vinavacche (Master Poems in English-10)
Divya Vastrala Kosam (Master Poems in English-11)
Oka Madhusala (Master Poems in English-12)
The Axion Esti (Odysseus Elytis)
Love & Death (Frederico Garcio Lorca)
Ten Thousand Lines (Edwin Cordevilla)
Century of Love (Roula Pollard)
Pablo Neruda Poetry
Mexican Poetry
Inanna (Queen of Heaven and Earth)
Sataroopa (A.K. Khanna)
Aamani (Master Poems in English-13)
Kotha Deepalu (Master Poems in English-14)

VI Translations (From Telugu, Hindi to English)
96. Bhagavatam (Potana)
97. Soundarya Lahari (Sankaracharya)
98. Modern Bhagavadgita
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99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Samparayam (Suprasanna)
The Tree of Fire (Anumandla Bhoomaiah)
The Poems of Kuppam (Seeta Ram)
We Need a Language (T.W. Sudhakar)
The Broken Grammer (T.W. Sudhakar)
The Voice of Telangana (Madiraju Ranga Rao)
Fire and Ice (Rama Chandramouli)
The Tears of Bliss
This is no Streaking (Stories – K.K. Menon)
The Pool of Blood (Novel – Ampasayya Naveen)
Madhusala (Harivamsa Roy Bacchan)
Journey to Manasa Sarovar (English poetry)
Smooth Hands- Sosonjan A. Khan- (Bilingual)
Dancing Winds- Maria Miraglia (Bilingual)
Moments- Alicja Kubreska (Bilingual)
Tayouan Pai Pai- Yaw-Chin Fang(Bilingual)
The World of Extinct Lamps- Izabela Zubko (Tri lingual)
Pearls of Wisdom- Pramila Khadun- (Bilingual)
The Wind my lover- Ade C. Manila-(Bilingual)
The Mystic Mariner- Madan Gandhi (Bilingual)
Ten Color Rainbow - The Poems from Poland (Bilingual)
The True Meaning of Life - Rashid Pelpuo
The Wind My Lover - Ade C. (Bilingual)
Jak Ziemia Po Pierwszym Deszezu - The Poems from Poland (Bilingual)
Prima Ballerina Roberta Di Laura
The Casket of Vermilion (English Poetry)
Barefoot to Arcadia - Aprilia Zank (Bilingual)
Lets be one in The One - George Onsy (Bilingual)
Riding the Tide - Ashok Bhargava (Bilingual)
The Collected poems of Dr. LSR Prasad
The Epic of Gilgamesh
Krzysztof Kokot - Around the Haiku
Renata Cygan - I am a troubadour
Sergio Camellini - The Planet of Pink Clouds
Kumkum Bharine
Oulaya Drissi El Bouzaidi - A Long-winged Breath
Agnieszka Jarzebowska - The Fifth Season
The Making of Mahatma
Juliusz Erazm Bolek - The Secrets of life - A Calendar in verse
The Songs of Annamayya
Basudeb Chakraborti Poetry
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140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.

Poland Poetry - As Clear as the Sun
Bozena Helena Mazur-Nowak's - Blue Longing
Izabela Zubko - The Holy Trinity
Deepa Chandran Ram - The Inner Quiet
Nazi Naaman Poetry
Lal Ded 'Vakhs'
Eden S. Trinidad - Eden Blooms
Dr. Jernail S. Anand - Fighting the Flames
Hell Rise in Paradise
Three Color Brush (China Poetry)
The Making of Mahatma - Poetry (Collector's Edition)
An Epic of Kashmir (Poetry)
The Legend of Lady Yang Guifei
Tjukurpa - Time Continuum (Dream Time - Every When)
Trident (Love, War and Peace) Poetry
Yuddhopanishad (The Upanishad of War)
COVID-19 - Biotechnology Novel
Krishna Prasai's Sun-Shower (A collection of 108 Zen Poems)
Covid-19 Parodies
VIRUSES - VACCINES
THE EDDAS
The Fifth Horseman (Telugu)
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